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ABSTRACT

This dissertation investigates the monolithic integration of dual optical elements on high power
semiconductor lasers for emission around 980nm wavelength. In the proposed configuration,
light is coupled out of the AlGaAs/GaAs waveguide by a low reflectivity grating coupler towards
the substrate where a second monolithic optical element is integrated to improve the device
performance or functionality. A fabrication process based on electron beam lithography and
plasma etching was developed to control the grating coupler duty cycle and shape. The near-field
intensity profile outcoupled by the grating is modeled using a combination of finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) analysis of the nonuniform grating and a self-consistent model of the broad
area active region. Improvement of the near-field intensity profile in good agreement with the
FDTD model is demonstrated by varying the duty cycle from 20% to 55% and including the
aspect ratio dependent etching (ARDE) for sub-micron features. The grating diffraction
efficiency is estimated to be higher than 95% using a detailed analysis of the losses mechanisms
of the device. The grating reflectivity is estimated to be as low as 2.10-4. The low reflectivity of
the light extraction process is shown to increase the device efficiency and efficiently suppress
lasing oscillations if both cleaved facets are replaced by grating couplers to produce 1.5W QCW
with 11nm bandwidth into a single spot a few mm above the device. Peak power in excess of
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30W without visible COMD is achieved in this case. Having optimized, the light extraction
process, we demonstrate the integration of three different optical functions on the substrate of the
surface-emitting laser. First, a 40 level refractive microlens milled using focused ion beam shows
a twofold reduction of the full-width half maximum 1mm above the device, showing potential
for monolithic integration of coupling optics on the wafer. We then show that differential
quantum efficiency of 65%, the highest reported for a grating-coupled device, can be achieved
by lowering the substrate reflectivity using a 200nm period tapered subwavelength grating that
has a grating wavevector oriented parallel to the electric field polarization. The low reflectivity
structure shows trapezoidal sidewall profiles obtained using a soft mask erosion technique in a
single etching step. Finally, we demonstrate that, unlike typical methods reported so far for inplane beam-shaping of laser diodes, the integration of a beam-splitting element on the device
substrate does not affect the device efficiency. The proposed device configuration can be tailored
to satisfy a wide range of applications including high power pump lasers, superluminescent
diodes, or optical amplifiers applications.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor lasers have enabled many technologies since their invention in 1962 [Basov
1962, Bernard 1962]. Their unique properties enable the emission, amplification and modulation
of light for various optical systems. Their compact size, electrical pumping and modulation
capabilities, as well as high gain make semiconductor lasers the ideal candidates for being the
building block of optical integrated circuits or compact high power systems.

Photonics

integrated circuits already integrate laser diode sources with elements such as distributed Bragg
reflectors, modulators and detectors [Coldren 1995]. In order to complete the chip integration
and eliminate bulk optics, the transition from device to free-space must be properly designed to
couple the output of the semiconductor diode to other optical components such as waveguides,
detectors, or various pumped medium depending on applications. However the output of edgeemitting devices typically suffers from high divergence and astigmatism. Recently, technological
improvements have made the integration of complex functions on a single chip possible by
diffractive optical elements fabricated using wafer-based micro-fabrication techniques [Larsson
1999]. However, the output power of such devices is typically very limited or the efficiency is
very low [Feng 1999, Modh 2003].
In this dissertation, we explore a semiconductor optical device configuration based on a nonresonant diffraction grating coupler with monolithic integration of beam-shaping elements on the
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substrate for high power applications at 980nm emission wavelength. The proposed device
constitutes a versatile platform suitable for efficient high-power operation, virtequally
eliminating catastrophic optical damage typically associated with edge emitting devices while
increasing its functionality by enabling monolithic integration of optical functions directly on the
chip without efficiency penalty. The organization of the dissertation is as follows. In this chapter,
we will first review the basic mechanisms and characterization parameters of a semiconductor
laser before discussing the fundamental limitations of the standard Fabry-Perot configurations
and the benefits of the dual optics integration of a grating coupler on the p-side and optical
elements on the substrate of the device. In the second chapter, the numerical models used to
design the waveguide structure and model the active and passive components of the device will
be detailed. The fabrication process flow of the grating-coupled surface emitting device will be
outlined in chapter 3. The performance analysis will be carried out in chapter 4 to evaluate the
grating efficiency and as well as the main losses mechanisms. Finally, we will demonstrate in
chapter 5 the integration of three optical elements on the device substrate for focusing, splitting
or increasing the device extraction efficiency.
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1.1

Basics of semiconductor lasers

1.1.1

The p-i-n junction

The device is based on a forward biased p-i-n junction shown in Fig.1. The optical gain is
provided by electron-hole recombination and the optical feedback is created by cleaved facets in
its basic Fabry-Perot (FP) configuration.
Active
region

Conduction Band
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n

Valence Band

Fermi Level

Eg
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V~hν/q
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holes
electrons
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Refractive index
0
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Fig.1: Schematic description of a p-i-n homojunction. a) Energy band diagram with V = 0 , b)
hν
forward bias V =
, c) Built-in refractive index for waveguiding.
q
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The performance of the semiconductor lasers were greatly enhanced by the addition of an
heterostructure using greater bandgap material to confine the optical mode field and carrier
concentration in the gain region around the active region, reducing the lasing threshold current
and internal absorption losses. The electron-hole recombination produces a photon through the
spontaneous or the stimulated emission process as described in Fig.2.

Ec

Ev
Spontaneous
emission

Stimulated
emission

Absorption

Non-radiative
recombination

Fig.2: Recombination mechanisms involved in a semiconductor laser diode.

Spontaneous emission creates photons without phase relationships or specific direction. In the
stimulated emission mechanism, the electron-hole recombination is triggered by a traveling
photon, creating a second photon of same energy, phase and direction. This process, combined
with optical feedback, is responsible for coherent emission of light or lasing. When the optical
feedback is suppressed, the emission relies on the amplification of the spontaneous emission
produced by the device and a broad spectrum is observed due to the lack of coherence of the
emitted photons [Lee 1973].
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1.1.2

Basic rate equations

We showed in Fig.1 how the electrons injected in the active region may recombine to produce
photons of energy equal to the bandgap. The electron or carrier density is governed by the
general equation

dN ηi I
=
− Rnr − Rsp − Rl − Rst ,
dt
qV

(1. 1)

where ηi is the internal quantum efficiency, I the injected current, q the electron charge and
V the volume of the active region. The recombination terms Rsp , Rnr , Rl , and Rst define the

spontaneous emission, non radiative recombination, carrier leakage, and stimulated emission
respectively. This equation is also written in the following ways

dN η i I N
=
− − Rst
dt qV τ

(1. 2)

where τ defines the carrier recombination lifetime, or

dN ηi I N
ηI
=
− − v g gN p = i − AN − BN 2 − CN 3 − v g gN p ,
dt
qV τ
qV

(1. 3)

Where v g is the group velocity, g is the gain per unit length, N p is the photon density, B the
bimolecular recombination rate describing spontaneous emission, and A and C are coefficients
describing non-radiative recombination mechanisms. Assuming we know the threshold current

I th needed to overcome the losses in the cavity, the steady state photon density is given by
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Np =

η i ( I − I th )
qv g gthV

,

(1. 4)

where gth is the gain per unit length at threshold defined by

gth =

αi + αm

(1. 5)

Γ

Where α i is the internal cavity losses, α m the mirror losses, and Γ represents the ratio of the
active region volume divided by the cavity volume. The output power is then obtained by
multiplying the optical energy stored in the cavity multiplied by the energy loss rate at the
mirrors, and is given by

⎛ α m ⎞ hν
⎟⎟
(I − I th )
P = ηi ⎜⎜
⎝ αi + αm ⎠ q

(1. 6)

The external differential quantum efficiency is then defined by

⎛

αm ⎞
⎟⎟
⎝ αi + αm ⎠

ηd = η i ⎜⎜

(1. 7)

Or, for I > I th

⎛ q ⎞ dP
⎟
⎝ hν ⎠ dI

ηd = ⎜

(1. 8)

This quantity defines the number of photons emitted by the laser output as a function of the
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number of electrons injected.

1.1.3

Operational parameters of interest for high power in-plane lasers

The mirror losses ηm , defined by opposition to the purely internal losses α i , are given by

αm =

1 ⎛ 1 ⎞
⎟
ln⎜
L ⎜⎝ R1 R2 ⎟⎠

(1. 9)

It is interesting to note that this term depends on the active length of the device L and not only
the mirrors reflectivity R1 and R2 . The internal losses can be defined by

α i = α ia L + α ip Lp

(1. 10)

Where Lp is the length of a potential passive, unpumped region. The external differential
quantum efficiency is then given from (1.7) by

1

ηd

=

αi
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎟⎟
η i ln⎜⎜
R
R
⎝ 1 2⎠

L+

1

(1. 11)

ηi

This parameter is a common way of defining the device efficiency but does not include the
electric circuit around the laser itself, comprising the junction and metal contacts electrical
conductivities and other wire-bonding schemes used to drive laser diodes. In order to assess the
actual electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency, the “wall-plug” efficiency was defined as
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[Mehuys 1999].

ηc =

Popical
Pelectrical

=

⎛ hν
⎝ q
I . V j + RS I

ηd ( I − I th ).⎜⎜

(

)

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(1. 12)

Where V j is the junction voltage defined as

hν
and Rs the series resistance calculated from the
q

I-V curve as shown in Fig.3.

Diode
Voltage, V

Optical Power
Output P

Eg

Rs
1.24
η
λ (µm ) d

q

Laser current I
Fig.3: Typical L-I-V curve of a laser diode. The external differential quantum efficiency and
series resistance are defined on the diagram.
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1.1.4

Beam quality parameters

The quality of an optical source is also evaluated using parameters quantifying the quality of the
output beam produced. The photometric brightness, defined as the sum of the time-averaged
energy per unit time emerging from a surface δS into a solid angle δΩ making an angle θ with
the surface normal can be expressed as [Born 1980]
π
4π

B=

2

δE
cosθδSδΩ
Ω=0 S θ =0

∫ ∫ ∫

(1. 13)

Considering the conservation of energy during propagation, the brightness parameter will be
constant throughout propagation. Another beam quality parameter is the M2 factor. This
parameter can be used to characterize spatial multimode beams by looking at the divergence of a
beam compared to the diffraction-limited divergence obtained using the beam waist measured at
focus. The M2 method is very useful to characterize optical beams in applications where the light
needs to be coupled into a uniform optical waveguide such as an optical fiber, 1.e. applications
where the ideal spatial profile is close to a gaussian. For special mode matching applications, this
technique may not be valid since the desired beam profile may not be a Gaussian but a higher
order mode [Vaissie 2002].
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1.2

Limitations of standard Fabry-Perot configuration

1.2.1

Beam divergence and coupling to optical waveguides

The divergence of the beam will depend on many laser parameters such as stripe width and
lateral index profile. In the plane perpendicular to the junction plane the spatial beam profile is
governed by the layers properties (permittivity and thickness) used to confine the optical mode
profile in the active region. In the direction parallel to the junction plane the divergence depends
mainly on the lateral index variation and the stripe geometry. Typical full width half maximum
(FWHM) divergence angles for multimode index guided structures are 7° × 35° (θ // × θ ⊥ ) . This
highly divergent and astigmatic beam requires at least two lenses for efficient fiber coupling
[Delepine 2002]. The lenses are mostly aligned using an active process, increasing substantially
the cost of the final device. Fu proposed to integrate a silicon dioxide (SiO2) cylindrical lens on
the end facet of the laser diode to collimate the beam for 80% direct coupling to single mode
fiber [Fu 2000]. However the deposition of SiO2 by focused ion beam (FIB) is not wafer-based
and therefore is hardly applicable to large production. An alternative approach is to use specialty
lensed-fibers. Various configurations have been proposed including fibers with spherical stepindex or gradient index profile end, aspheric, tapered, or silica thread on fiber tip [Shiraishi
1995]. The most commonly used lensed fiber to couple high aspect ratio profiles (3 to 5) to
single-mode fiber is the wedge-shaped fiber [Yoda 2001]. Although the coupling losses are only
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0.15dB at 980nm, such lensed-fiber is limited by its small working distance (6µm) and low
tolerance to axial displacement. Another issue is the fabrication cost of such elements and the
fabrication technique itself that is not compatible with automated mass-production methods used
for semiconductor lasers. A promising approach for low to moderate power is the slab-coupled
geometry proposed by Walpole [Walpole 2002]. In this configuration, the mode propagating in
the cavity is not confined to the thin quantum well region and coupling efficiency as high as 80
% were reported by simple butt-coupling into a single mode fiber. However, for high power
level, this approach may be limited by catastrophic optical damage around 1W of CW optical
power.

1.2.2

Catastrophic optical mirror damage (COMD)

Catastrophic failure of the device, also know as catastrophic optical damage (COD) is usually
listed as the main limit to power scaling in semiconductor lasers.

The different COD

mechanisms are outlined in Table 1. We are particularly interested in the facet degradation
known as COMD since it is the degradation mechanism that is controlled directly by light. The
facet degradation occurs as a result of an oxide film growth on the cleaved facet [Fukuda 1991].
Defects are introduced at the semiconductor/oxide film interface. These defects act as
nonradiative recombination centers. The film non-uniformity also makes the facet rougher,
increasing scattering and threshold current, decreasing external quantum efficiency. The
nonradiative recombination is also responsible for excessive heating of the facet at high optical
11

power which results in facet degradation by melting. The oxide film thickness is proportional to
the square root of the aging time in AlGaAs/GaAs lasers. High optical output power accelerates
the film growth and occurrence of COMD. The oxidation is greatly reduced by coating the
facets with a dielectric layer such as SixOyNz. However the interface coating/semiconductor may
itself create defects responsible for catastrophic optical damage. A device with 4%/80% AR/HR
coatings typically reaches COMD at an optical power per unit length of 50mW/µm after a few
100 hours of CW operation [Fukuda 1994].

Table 1: Degraded part, cause, and main enhancement factor in LEDs and Lasers [Fukuda 1991].
PART

CAUSE

MAIN FACTOR

Inner region

Dislocation, precipiatation

temperature, current

Facet

Oxidation

Light, moisture

Electrode

Metal

diffusion,

reaction
Bonding part

alloy Current,

ambient

temperature

Solder instability (reaction Current, temperature
and migration)

Heat sink
Buried

Separation of metal
Heterostructure Defect at BH interface

(BH)
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Temperature, current
Current, temperature

Another technique for increasing the COMD level is to fabricate non-absorbing mirrors by a
process known as quantum-well intermixing. Using this technique the bandgap of the diode
structure is increased at the diode facets. This is done either by locally doping the structure with
Si or Zn atoms or by diffusing point defects generated locally at the surface by sputter-deposition
of SiO2. This method recently showed a 2.6 improvement of COMD level under pulse conditions
[Walker 2002]. Significant improvement of the maximum power available was also obtained
using a modified epitaxial structure named large optical cavity (LOC). The basic concept is to
enlarge the optical mode waist using a broad waveguide structure in order to decrease the energy
density at the facet and therefore increase the COMD level.

50 µm
QW

GaAs substrate

Fig.4: Optical (left) and SEM (right) picture of COMD obtained on uncoated facet of an
AlGaAs/GaAs Fabry-Perot laser for an intensity of 3.2MW/cm2.
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The advantage of this structure is also to decrease the fast axis far-field divergence since it is
directly proportional to the square of the beam waist. Such structure produced record output
powers greater than 10 W CW in Al-free structures with an internal optical power density at
catastrophic optical damage (COMD) of 18MW/cm2 [Al-Muhanna 1998]. Recently, it was
demonstrated that 50W peak power could be obtained from a 100µm wide, 2mm long stripe
LOC structure if the device was pulsed with a 40ns pulse [Martinelli 2004]. However, the range
of applications of such short pulse pumping is limited and COMD remains the main limiting
factor of high power semiconductor laser diodes in most practical cases.

1.2.3

COMD improvement using a grating coupler mode transformer

In this section we compare the intensity profiles of the fundamental modes supported in various
semiconductor laser structures. The COMD level is reached at the points of maximum optical
intensity on the cleaved facet. The limit average power is therefore given by

PCOMD =

∫∫ I

QW

COMD

( x , y )dxdy =

∫∫ A

COMD

(W / cm 2 ). I N ( x , y )dxdy

(1. 14)

QW

Where I COMD is the intensity distribution, and ACOMD is the intensity peak at which COMD
occurs,

I N ( x , y ) being the normalized intensity distribution of the optical mode. Considering

a standard high power laser structure as our reference, we can compare the power at which
COMD will occur in different configurations by simply calculating the integral of the guided
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optical mode.

Table 2: Comparison of Catastrophic Optical Damage level for large optical cavity and GCSEL
structure compared to standard high power GRINSCH structure.

Power at facet

Laser structure

COMD improvement

0.4µm wide GRINSCH Fabry-Perot

•

Neff =3.3535
4

0.5

0

2

0

0.5

1

1.5

2
Z (microns)

2.5

3

3.5

∫I

Refractive index

I

1

N

( x0 , y )dy = 1

PCOMD

dy

0
4

2µm LOC Fabry-Perot

•

Neff =3.3472
1

4

∫ I ( x0 , y)dy = 3.12

0.5

0

•

2

0

1

2

3
Z (microns)

4

5

Refractive index

I

N

~3X PCOMD

dy

0
6

Grating-coupled laser Lout=50µm

⎧ I N ( x , y )dy = 165
0
⎪∫
⎪dy
⎨
⎪ I N ( y) = exp(− y )
⎪
Lout
⎩
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~165X PCOMD

1.2.4 Conclusion

We reviewed some basic concepts of semiconductor lasers and introduced the parameters we
will use to characterize the devices investigated in this dissertation. We saw that an ideal laser
should have the following characteristics:

•

High power and high brightness

•

High conversion efficiency

•

Scalable power

•

Low divergence

•

Monolithically integrated beam shaping optics

However, standard Fabry-Perot configuration with cleaved facets mirrors typically suffer from:

•

Highly divergent spatial beam profile

•

Catastrophic Optical Damage

Grating-coupled devices appear to be a very attractive choice to obtain a low divergence high
power beam that can be manipulated on the chip. We will now review selected published
research on grating-coupled surface emitting lasers to justify the use of integrated grating coupler
technology as well as identify the areas where our work may improve the state of the art.
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1.3

Overview of grating-coupled lasers research

1.3.1 Towards high efficiency, high power and high brightness devices

The first grating-coupled surface emitting lasers GCSEL device was published by Alferov et al.
[Alferov 1973] rapidly followed by others [Burnham 1975, Zory 1975, Reihnart 1975]. These
devices used a second order Bragg reflector to provide vertical emission of the light as well as
feedback inside the cavity. Following significant progress in the quality of grown material and
fabrication processes in the 1980’s, a great amount of research was carried out on 1D and 2D
coherent arrays of grating-surface-emitters to obtain higher power and narrow linewidths [Evans
1989]. The reader will find a complete review of this work in [Evans 1993] while only selected
results are represented here. In 1989, separation of feedback from outcoupling function was
achieved by using a first order Bragg grating for master oscillator followed by power amplifiers
using detuned second order Bragg grating for outcoupling (GSE-MOPA) [Carlson 1990, Welch
1990(a)]. External differential efficiency of 67% was obtained from a 9 element array using a
superlattice reflector grown in the substrate [Mehuys 1991(a)]. Such second order detuned
grating, similar to the ones used in this work, showed reflectivity as low as 10-4 inside the cavity
[Mehuys 1991(b)]. Although the substrate reflector provided the highest GCSEL external
differential efficiency reported, it suffers from poor thermal properties in CW operation due to
the required p-side up mounting of the device on the heat sink. It was also shown that grating
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directionality may be enhanced by blazing the grating couplers but this approach requires tilting
the sample inside the chamber and makes the device performance less tolerant to grating
parameters variation [Hagberg 1996]. Another approach is to use a λ/4 dielectric coating of the
grating followed by metallization for light extraction through the substrate. When combined with
an anti-reflection coating of the substrate, a 60-63% improvement of the device efficiency
through the substrate was reported using this technique [Evans 1989]. We will follow this
approach to fabricate high reflection coatings on our grating couplers. However, the beam
quality of such array typically suffers from nonuniform wafer flatness that leads to phase
incoherence. The beam emitted from GSE arrays is also highly asymmetric due to the multiple
emitters’ configuration.
As far as single emitters are concerned, surface emitting devices using low reflectivity grating
couplers have recently been used successfully in external cavity configurations. Hybrid
modelocking producing 22.6ps pulses was demonstrated by Kim et al. Also broad wavelength
tunability of 115nm was obtained using an external mirror [Jiang 1999]. We believe the work
presented in this dissertation should significantly improve the performance of such applications.
As an alternative to grating couplers, some researchers proposed to use a tilted mirror to reflect
light through the substrate [Liau 1985].This approach does not require the patterning of fine
features and minimizes coupling losses and can produce narrow linewidth and low threshold by
using a buried mirror in the substrate [Ou 1991]. However, it does suffer from the same COMD
limitations than Fabry-Perot devices. Also, the beam still needs to be collimated, in the best case
by a lens integrated on the backside, which limits the advantage of having a second surface to
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integrate beam shaping elements. Finally, it is difficult to control the angle of the mirror because
of GaAs crystalline structure and a slight deviation from 45 degrees (+- 3 degrees) yields an
output extracted up to 20 degrees off-normal due to the high index contrast at the substrate/air
interface [Stegmuller 1991].
The spatial beam quality of single emitter GCSEL devices was greatly improved by the use of
unstable resonators and flared geometries [Luo 2000] where the forward and backward
propagating waves are not conjugate and only one transverse mode is supported in the cavity.
Such resonators were either created by integrating curved gratings with a wide contact stripe
[Macomber 1996] or by shaped electrodes, either in bow-tie [Bedford 2000] or flared
configuration [Eriksson 2001] to maintain a single spatial mode. In this case, the grating
curvature must be adjusted to the phase function of the output wave and is negatively affected by
the thermal lens function created in CW operation and moderate pumping conditions. Another
approach recently proposed by Bedford [Bedford 2002] consists in using a grating aperture
smaller than the stripe width of a flared amplifier in order to optimize the coupling to the single
mode ridge. A 40% increase of the device differential quantum efficiency was reported using this
technique compared to infinite aperture grating coupler. Please note that in our work, we will not
focus on the transverse mode quality but on the device efficiency and integration of monolithic
optical elements. However the technology presented in this dissertation is largely independent of
the contact stripe geometry, except for the need to write curved gratings to collimate the output
beam, and the spatial mode profile could be improved by choosing one of the above mentioned
solutions.
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1.3.2 Integration of beam-forming capability with a grating coupler

Although waveguide holograms were first demonstrated by Suhara in 1976 [Suhara 1976] using
holographic techniques, the flexibility of electron beam lithography tools gave birth of new
concepts that were not achievable with standard holography. The possibility of integrating beamforming elements directly with a grating coupler was first proposed by Li [Li 1996]. In this
innovative scheme, the phase shift is applied by the grating coupler by locally dislocating the
grating into cells that are shifted by an amount that corresponds to the local phase shift applied to
the output beam. A focusing grating coupler as well as a spot array generator was created using
this technique [Eriksson 2001]. However the spot size produced by the array generator was
found to be much larger than the spot size produced by the focusing grating. It was then shown
that dislocation of the grating can lead to significant amount of feedback inside the cavity even if
the grating is detuned from resonance, leading to filamentation inside the unstable resonator. The
reflectivity from an array generator was shown to be around 100 times higher than a collimating
coupler [Modh 2002]. One approach to solve this problem was to use a MOPA configuration
with a beam-forming element to avoid the reflection into the oscillator but very low power,
around 10mW for 1mm long SOA has been reported by the authors [Feng 1998]. Modh
independently optimized the characteristics of the beam-shaping grating coupler for feedback
and outcoupling. His group obtained a significant improvement of the beam quality from a spot
array generator integrated with an unstable resonator [Modh 2002]. However the new design is
responsible for decreasing the device efficiency by 40%, probably due to increased scattering
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from the nonuniform grating coupler. Another issue with the dislocated grating approach is that
strong sidelobes can be observed in the image plane along the direction of the contact stripe that
are attributed to the exponential decay of the electric field due to the grating coupling [Feng
1998]. Finally, since a single beam shaping element is used, only amplitude or phase of the
output beam can be shaped. Also, the angle of diffraction from the detuned grating coupler
cannot be corrected for normal emission on the chip. It would therefore be beneficial to the
device performance and functionality to decouple outcoupling from other functions aimed at
controlling and shaping the output beam. Such a combination was proposed by Sheard et al. in
1996 [Sheard 1996]. Sheard proposed to integrate a diffractive doublet on a passive waveguide
made of a grating coupler directing light towards a diffractive lens fabricated 4µm above the
grating. The same group also reported the combination of a grating coupler and a fan-out element
on a passive waveguide [Liao 1997]. However, such a combination has never been implemented
on active devices until now.

1.3.3 Conclusion

The integration of diffractive optical elements into semiconductor lasers opened the way to
compact, high brightness devices with increasing complex beam forming capabilities. We
outlined the advantages and drawbacks of each configuration, and it should be noted that all
devices with beam forming capability reported only very low efficiency and powers. In this
dissertation, we propose to decouple outcoupling and beam shaping functions by integrating a
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high efficiency low reflectivity grating coupler close to the waveguide and monolithic optical
elements on the device substrate. The distance between the two optical elements, usually larger
than 100µm, enables independent optimization of both elements according to an analysis of
waveguide diffractive doublets reported by Liao et al. [Liao 1998].

1.4

High power dual optics surface emitting laser and amplifier

1.4.1 Integration of optical elements on surface-emitting device substrate

The integration of an optical element on the device substrate was first demonstrated by Liau
[Liau 1990]. He and his colleagues demonstrated the fabrication of a bifocal microlens to
collimate and provide feedback inside the laser cavity using a single element. A collimating lens
was also integrated by Stegmüller and al. [Stegmuller 1991] with a first order grating providing
the feedback necessary to lasing. In both cases, light was extracted from the device by an angled
mirror etched at 45 degrees at the end of the device. The problem with this approach, compared
to grating coupling, is that the output angle cannot be controlled accurately in a reproducible
manner which leads to angle deviation as high as 17 degrees in the air for mirror angle deviation
as small as three degrees [Stegmuller 1991]. Also, the highly diverging beam limits the
functionality of the backside element since collimating is required. Finally, the emitting area is as
narrow as in the edge-emitting configuration, therefore limiting the high power operation by
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COMD, the level of which is decreased by the recombination centers created by surface
roughness inherent to the fabrication process. At moderate power levels, vertical surface emitting
lasers (VCSELs) offer a much more attractive choice.
The first monolithic integration of ion-milled Fresnel lenses on the substrate of VCSELs arrays
was demonstrated by Rastani and al. [Rastani 1991]. A more complex diffractive optical
element, namely a 4X4 array generator, was integrated by Martinsson and al. monolithically on a
VCSEL with 29% diffraction efficiency and spot sizes less than 400µm and this work was
pursued by Karlsson to transfer continuous relief elements in GaAs [Karlsson 2003].
VCSELs are clearly very good candidates for low power levels optical interconnects. However
the in-plane geometry offers the possibility of integrating more functions such as modulators,
tunability [Coldren 1995] as well as high power and therefore was chosen as the platform of
choice for this work.

1.4.2 Scope of the dissertation

The scope of this dissertation is to design and fabricate high power high efficiency broad area
lasers with monolithically integrated micro- and nano-optical elements. The devices are emitting
at a wavelength around 980nm. The proposed configuration decouples for the first time the
outcoupling and beam-shaping functions by using a low reflectivity tapered grating coupler to
diffract a low divergence beam towards the substrate where it interacts with a second optical
element such as a focusing lens, splitter or subwavelength anti-reflection grating.
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GaAs

Monolithic optical element

QW
Metallized non-resonnant
grating coupler

p-contact stripe

Fig.5: Surface-emitting laser diode with dual optical elements. Light is outcoupled by a low
reflectivity grating coupler. The device substrate is used to improve the device performance and
functionality using monolithic integration of optical elements. We demonstrate the integration of
a refractive lens, a beam-splitter and a subwavelength antireflection structure.

The main points being addressed in this dissertation are

•

Design and fabrication of low reflectivity, high efficiency grating coupler

•

Impact of the low reflectivity grating coupler integration on the device
characteristics (COMD, spectrum, near-field intensity profile).

•

Experimental analysis of the losses mechanisms involved in the device
performance and evaluation of the grating coupler efficiency

•

Improvement of the device performance by monolithic integration of diffractive
and refractive optical elements on the substrate
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CHAPTER 2: NUMERICAL MODELING AND DESIGN

The design and analysis of a grating-coupled surface emitting laser involves the implementation
of various numerical models to analyze both passive and active elements of the device. We will
first detail the waveguide AlGaAs/GaAs structure used for this work to obtain both good
confinements and efficient interactions with the grating coupler. A self-consistent model of the
semiconductor laser is then described to understand the nonlinear effects inside the
semiconductor material that affect the spatial transverse beam profile in the direction
perpendicular to the contact stripe. We will then describe the mechanisms involved with a
grating coupler and determine the optimum parameters that produce an efficient grating coupler.
The numerical tools used to analyze and design the grating coupler, based on a perturbation
technique and finite-difference time domain model will be described.

2.1

Semiconductor device structure

2.1.1 Finite element method analysis of a waveguide structure

Due to the polarized nature of the gain in slab waveguide geometry semiconductor laser, we will
only consider the TE case, the electric field being perpendicular to the structure, in our analysis.
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The transverse electric field (TE) may be written as

E ( y , z ) = E0 ( y ). exp( jβ z )

(2.1)

where β is the propagation constant and ω =

2πλ
is the angular frequency. From Maxwell
c

equations, in a stack of layer of refractive index distribution n( y ) , the wave equation may be
written
∇ 2 E0 + (k0 2 n 2 − β 2 ) E0 = 0

(2.2)

The method of weighted residuals, where the electric field is decomposed on a set of basis
functions, is used to find the electric field distribution of the guided modes in the laser transverse
structure. Following the Galerkin method [Kawano 2001], we are using the sinusoidal basis set
as for expansion of E0 as follows
N

E0 ( y ) = ∑ a iφi ( y ), where φi ( y ) =
i =1

2
iπy
sin(
), ( i , N ) ∈ N 2
L
L

(2.3)

where L defines the width of the domain of expansion. We replace E0 by its expansion in the
wave equation then multiply by φ j , j ∈ [1, N ] and integrate over the domain of expansion. This
results in the following eigenvalue equation
L
N
N
⎛ − m 2π 2 ⎞
2
iπy
jπy
2
⎜
⎟
δ
+
k
a
a
∑ i ⎜ L2 ⎟ i , j ∑ i L ∫ n 2 ( y ) sin( L ) sin( L )dy = β 2 ∑ a iδ i , j
i =1
i −1 ⎝
i =1
⎠
0
N

where
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(2.4)

⎛ − L2 ⎞ L
1 if i = j
⎜
⎟ sin( iπy ) sin( jπy )dy = δ i , j = ⎧⎨
∫
2
2
⎜M π ⎟
L
L
⎩0 if i ≠ j
⎝
⎠0

(2.5)

δ i, j represents the Kronecker discrete delta function. Equation (2.5) can then be rewritten as

[M ][. a ] = β 2 [a ]

(2.6)

where M is a N by N matrix. One can therefore find the eigenvalue(s) of the matrix and the
corresponding eigenvector(s) is(are) then used to represent the electric field. The propagating
modes are defined by the cut-off condition

k0ns < β < k0nc

(2.7)

where ns is the refractive index of the core region. We restrict our analysis to the real plane,
neglecting the potential imaginary part of the propagation constant that would result from
searching eigenvalues in the complex plane. We will now see how the fundamental mode
calculated by the Galerkin method is used to evaluate the grating strength using a perturbation
technique.

2.1.2 AlGaAs/GaAs Grinsch structure

We are considering an AlGaAs/GaAs structure with a 8nm thick InGaAs quantum well for
emission around 980nm. The structure was grown by Coherent Inc.. The refractive index of each
layer is shown below in 3. This structure was analysed using the Galerkin method described
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above.

Table 3: AlGaAs/GaAs GRINSCH structure grown by Coherent Inc. The substrate is thinned
down to a thickness 150µm.
L a ye r #

M a te ria l

0

n - G a A s S u b s tra te

1

L a ye r D e s c rip tio n

G aAs
Al yGa

2
A l yG a

3
4
5

1 -y

1 -y

As

A s -- > A l x G a

1 -x

A s g ra d e d

G aAs
In

6

1 -x

G a x As

G aAs
A l xG a

7

1 - x A s -- > A l y G a

Al yG a

8
9

1 - y A s g ra d e d

1 -y A s

In G a P
Al yG a

10
11

1 -y A s

G aAs

T h ic k n e s s (

b u ffe r la y e r

0 .2 0 0

n - c la d d in g

1 .2 0 0

w a v e g u id e

0 .2 0 0

b u ffe r la y e r

0 .0 1 0

QW

0 .0 0 8

b u ffe r la y e r

0 .0 1 0

w a v e g u id e

0 .2 0 0

p - c la d d in g

0 .2 5 0

e tc h - s to p

0 .0 2 0

p - c la d d in g

0 .7 5 0

p - c o n ta c t

0 .2 0 0

µm)

Standard high power structure
GCSEL structure

4

1
3.5

Normalized Intensity

Refractive index

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

0.5

1

1.5
2
Y (microns)

2.5

0
3.5

3

-2

-1

0

1

Y (microns)
Fig.6: Electric field amplitude distribution of the fundamental mode in the designed structure
(left). The intensity distribution is compared to the intensity profile propagating in a standard
high power laser diode structure (right).
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2

The quantum confinement factor is found to be 2.71% and the effective index of the fundamental
mode was calculated to be 3.31. About 6.5% of the electric field amplitude distribution is
confined in the p-cladding, which was found to be enough to obtain a 50 micron outcoupling
length with a 250nm deep grating.
The intensity profile of the fundamental mode propagating in the structure is shown in Fig.6 and
is compared to a standard high power AlGaAs/GaAs structure grown by another leading diode
manufacturer. One can see that the field guided in a standard high power structure extends
significantly in the p-doped and n-doped claddings. The main benefit of such structures is to
increase the COMD level by decreasing the optical intensity at the cleaved facet. However, in
grating-coupled surface- emitting lasers, the optical mode is transformed by the grating coupler
and therefore optical intensity is distributed over a wider area which in turn virtequally
eliminates material damage as it was explained in Chapter 1.

2.1.3 Fabry-Perot device performance

The fundamental performance parameters of Fabry-Perot devices were measured experimentally
to determine a reference when evaluating the performance of the grating-coupled devices. The
external differential quantum efficiency was measured for uncoated devices of different lengths.
The results were used to calculate the internal efficiency and internal losses of the device using a
linear fit to equation (1.11). The devices showed an average internal efficiency
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η i of 95.6% and

internal losses α i of 2.5 cm-1. Also, devices show an average series resistance of

2.5 × 10−4 Ω .cm 2 , measured from the derivative of the voltage versus current (I-V) curve. These
parameters are used to investigate the device performance using a self-consistent model of the
semiconductor laser as explained in the next section.

2.1.4 Self-consistent modeling of the broad stripe laser and amplifier

The near-field intensity profile along the direction perpendicular to the grating grooves can be
accurately predicted using this technique. However, in the transverse direction, the near-field
intensity profile is governed by the laser cavity and modeling a complete two dimensional
intensity profile therefore requires an understanding of the laser behavior. Several authors have
proposed a self-consistent model based on beam-propagation method [Agrawal 1984] in order to
simulate gain-guided axially nonuniform geometries. In his work, Agrawal solves the coupled
equations of propagation and carrier density distribution at every step of the propagation after
eliminating the y dimension using the effective index method. Following his approach, several
authors proposed to include thermal effects to investigate distortions of the transverse beam
profile and filamentation [Hadley 1988, Lang 1993, Dai 1997]. The same approach was used to
simulate unstable resonators and GCSELs [Eriksson 1997]. Implementing such a model for
GCSELs devices is useful to obtain information on transverse field profile, efficiency of the
device, and phase changes that may be corrected by appropriate grating design. The beampropagation scheme was implemented using Finite-Difference Method (FD-BPM) instead of the
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usual fast-fourier transform technique proposed by Agrawal. The nonlinear material gain is
represented by a third order polynomial to be linearized in the solution of the carrier density
equation. The carrier density equation is solved at every propagation step using Causa’s HermiteGauss method [Causa 1999] which provides a fast and accurate way of solving the equation for
carrier density profiles such as top-hat or gaussian. The thermal effects are quantified using a
method proposed by Lang [Lang 1993] where the thermal impulse response of the laser structure
is calculated using finite element method and then convolved by the heat terms at every
propagation step.

2.1.4.1 Wave propagation

r
r
The electric field in the resonator is described by two waves E f and E b representing light
traveling in the forward (positive z) and backward (negative z) direction respectively. The field
may be written
r
r
⎧⎪ E f = E f ( x , z ) exp(i (wt − β z )).u
⎨r
r
⎪⎩ Eb = Eb ( x , z ) exp(i (wt + β z )).u

(2.8)

After substitution in the wave equation and neglecting
equation
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∂ 2 E f ,b
∂z 2

we obtain the paraxial wave

ε f , b 2ik0

∂E f , b
∂z

+

∂ 2 E f ,b
∂x 2

⎧ε f = +1
2
+ k02 ( n 2 ( x , z ) − neff
) E f , b = 0, with ⎨
⎩ε b = −1

(2. 9)

The effective index is obtained by the Galerkin method described in the previous section. Here
we normalized the electric field so that the power at the output of the laser diode is given by
∞

2

Pf , b = T f , b . ∫ E f , b ( x , zout ) dx

(2.10)

−∞

where Tf,b is the transmission coefficient of the cleaved facet or the grating and zout equals 0 for
Eb and the cavity length for Ef. Therefore the quantity E f , b ( x , zout )

2

is in [W/cm]. In order to

include the thermal and carrier induced effects on the refractive index distribution, the index
distribution n( x , z ) is written as [Eriksson 1998]

n( x , z ) = neff +

1
[Γg( x , z ).(i + b) − iα i ] + αT ∆T ( x, z )
2k 0

(2.11)

Assuming small changes of the index of refraction one gets
2
neff
− n2 ( x , z ) ≈

neff
k0

.[[Γg( x , z ) − α i ] − i [Γg( x , z ).b + k0α T ∆T ( x , z )]]

(2.12)

In this equation, the term Γg ( x , z ) represents the modal gain, the other parameters are defined in
Table 4. The antiguiding factor b is mainly responsible for the nonlinear effects creating
filamentation and beam profile distortion observed in pulsed conditions while thermal effects are
typically responsible for CW operation beam degradation.
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Table 4: Structure parameters calculated or taken from literature for standard InGaAs structure.
These parameters can then be plugged in the modeling tool described in paragraph 2.1.4.

Parameter

Value

Unit

Wavelength in air λ0

972.10-9

M

Non radiative recombination rate τNR (1/A)*

5.10-9

S

Bimolecular recombination rate B*

1.2.10-10

cm3/s

Auger recombination rate C*

3.5.10-30

cm3/s

Diffusion coefficient D*

30

cm2/s

Antiguiding parameter b*

2.5

Active layer thickness

8.10-9

Internal Quantum efficiency ηi

0.956

Effective index neff

3.31

Confinement factor Γ

0.0271

Thermal index coefficient* αT

3.10-4

K-1

Intrinsic losses αi

2.5

cm-1

Voltage offset Vd

0.16

V

Series resistance ρ

2.5x10-4

Ω.cm2

Current density J

Varies

A/cm2
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M

Γ is the confinement factor defined as the fraction of power confined to the active quantum well
layer (QW)

Γ=

∫

QW
∞

∫

−∞

2

E y dy
(2.13)

2

E y dy

The main device parameters are included in the table below. The parameters shown with an
asterisk are standard numbers were taken from the literature [Eriksson 2001] and are used to
model the carrier and optical density coupling inside the material.

2.1.4.2 Numerical implementation by FD-BPM

The numerical implementation of the propagation equation was done using the finite-difference
beam propagation (FD-BPM) method [Kawano 2001]. The derivatives of the slowly varying
envelope Ef,b is calculated numerically following the Crank-Nicholson scheme

⎧ ∂ 2φ
1 ⎛ φ p + 1 − φ p φ p − φ p − 1 ⎞ φ p + 1 − 2φ p + φ p − 1
⎟=
⎜
−
⎪ 2 =
∆x ⎜⎝ ∆x
∆x ⎟⎠
(∆x )2
⎪ ∂x
⎨
l +1
l
⎪ ∂φ φ p − φ p
⎪ ∂z =
∆z
⎩

(2.14)

⎧ x = p∆ x , p ∈ Z
where we discretized x and z as ⎨
.
⎩ z = l∆ z , l ∈ Z

By replacing the terms in (2.14) by their discrete expressions we obtain the following matrix
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equation

[M ][φil + 1 ] = [Cil ]

(2.15)

{

}

where M is a tridiagonal matrix and Cil is a vector function of Φ lp − 1 , φ pl , φ pl + 1 . Because the field
is relatively well confined inside the gain-guided region of analysis, we implemented a
transparent boundary conditions scheme to the edge of the analysis area (x axis) [Hadley 1992].
At the boundaries the electric fields are reflected and their expressions are given by

(

⎧ Eb ( x , z max) = R f E f ∗ ( x , z max)
⎪
⎨
⎪⎩ E f ( x ,0) = Rb Eb∗ ( x ,0)

(

)

)

(2.16)

where E * denotes the complex conjugate of E .

2.1.4.3 Solution of the carrier density equation

The one dimensional time-independent carrier density distribution is governed by

D

∂ 2 N ( x)
∂x 2

2

E f + Eb
J ( x)
= −ηi
+ AN ( x ) + BN 2 ( x ) + CN 3 ( x ) + Γg( N ( x ))
dhω
qd

2

(2.17)

where the gain is expressed as
g ( N ) = g0 + g1 N + g2 N 2

(2.18)
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The nonlinear differential equation can be rewritten at each step of the propagation as

D

∂2N
∂x

2

−

N
+ C( x) = 0
τ (N )

(2.19)

With
2
2
2
⎧
2
2
2
⎛
⎞
⎡
Ef + Eb ⎡⎢
Ef + Eb ⎤⎥
Ef + Eb ⎤⎥ 2 ⎟
⎜ 1
⎪
⎢
+ B + Γg2
.N + C + Γg3
.N
⎪τ (N) = 1/⎜τ + Γg1
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎟
d
d
d
h
ω
h
ω
h
ω
NR
⎜
⎟
⎪
⎣⎢
⎦⎥
⎣⎢
⎦⎥ ⎠
⎝
⎨
2
⎪
2
Ef + Eb
J( x)
⎪
⎪C( x) = qd − Γg0
dhω
⎩

(2.20)

This equation shows how the optical field influences the carrier density distribution by the
stimulated emission process where carrier depletion is triggered by propagating photons.
Reciprocally, the carrier density affects the optical field distribution through the material gain g .
To solve this equation we follow Causa’s Hermite-Gauss method [Causa 1999]. The carrier
density is expressed as a finite sum of Hermite-Gauss polynomials as

N =

M

∑ ak f k ( x ), M ∈ Z

(2.21)

k =0

where

f k ( x ) = C k H k(

x
x2
) exp(−
)=
2w02
w0

1
w0 2 k k ! π

H k(

x
x2
) exp(− 2 )
2 w0
w0

(2.22)

is the normalized Hermite-Gauss polynomial of order k of width w0 . This basis set is
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particularly suitable to represent the variety of supergaussian carrier density distributions
profiles, especially in tapered structures. To avoid numerical errors due to the representation of
rectangular profile by a finite expansion we chose to represent the current density by a
supergaussian function to obtain a flat-top profile with rounded edges. The equation (2.19) is
then solved iteratively. First τ ( N ) is assumed constant, and the collocation method is used
instead of the classic orthogonalization procedure to find the weighting coefficients ak [Causa
1999]. In the collocation method, equation (2.19) is written at M particular points xi, where xi
are the zeros of the Mth order Hermite Gauss polynomial. This is written

D

∂2N
∂x 2

−
xi

N ( xi )
+ C ( xi ) = 0
τ ( Nc )

(2.23)

where N c is assumed to be a known function of the carrier density. We obtain then a M by M
matrix defined by
⎛ D
⎞
1
⎟, ( i , j ) ∈ [1, M ]2
M HG ( i , j ) = f j −1 ( xi ).⎜ 2 .( − xi2 + 1 + 2 * ( j − 1)) +
⎜w
⎟
N
x
(
(
))
τ
c i ⎠
⎝ 0

(2.24)

The ak coefficients are calculated as eigenvectors of the matrix eigenvalue equation. The
expression for the carrier density calculated from (2.21) is used to update N c until a stable carrier
density distribution is obtained. The stability condition used is
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2

∞

N ci + 1 − N ci

−∞

max( N ci )

∫

2

dx ≤ ε err , ε err ∈ ℜ + *

(2.25)

We found that M=40 is usually enough to obtain stable and relatively accurate distribution after
only three or four iterations as shown in Fig.7. Also, using the fact that the carrier density profile
is slowly varying along the longitudinal direction, the time required to complete a propagation
round-trip may be enhanced significantly by considering the carrier density obtained at the step z
as the guess profile for step z+∆z. In that case the profile is generally correctly updated after a
single iteration with accuracy greater than 1.10-4.
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Fig.7: Influence of the number of terms on a typical profile affected by the optical mode intensity
distribution. ε=10-5. The optical power is 20mW. The current density is 1kA/cm2.
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The number of Hermite-Gauss polynomials is critical to the accuracy of the complex profiles
obtained when the optical field profile influences the carrier density distribution as shown in
Fig.7 since the high frequencies of the profile require a higher number of terms to be accurately
represented. This is the case for high power devices.
QW
Polynomial Fit of GAIN_QW
6000

Gain (1/cm)

4000

2000

0

-2000

g = −5166 + 2.6 × 10 −15 N − 2.44 × 10−34 N 2 + 9.9 × 10−54 N 3

-4000
0.00E+000 2.00E+018 4.00E+018 6.00E+018 8.00E+018 1.00E+019
-3

Carrier density (cm )

Fig.8: Polynomial fit of logarithmic expression for gain of quantum well obtained from [Eriksson
1998].

Although initial work used a linear approximation of the gain as a function of the carrier density
[Agrawal 1984], experimental data shows that the modal gain is actually closer to a logarithmic
function of the carrier density [Bossert 1996]. In order to combine the actual variation of the gain
with the Hermite-Gauss method, we fitted a third order polynomial to the expression of the
logarithm gain expression found in [Eriksson 1998]. The nonlinear correction shown in Fig.8 is
not very important around threshold but is critical when investigating the behavior of the
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amplifier or laser at high pumping current and carrier densities.

2.1.4.4 Thermal effects

We neglected the thermal effects in this work although the phase induced by the temperature
elevation can create important change in the far-field divergence of the device. We briefly
mention how Lang proposed a simple method to integrate temperature effects into the model for
completeness. For high-power devices, heating becomes a major problem in CW operation that
is usually responsible for a saturation of the output power. The heating effect is generated by two
physical phenomena. The first one is related to the injected electrons in the structure and depends
of the device resistance. The second is due to the absorption of photons due to the intrinsic
losses. On the other hand stimulated emission is carrying away some of the electrical energy,
therefore decreasing the magnitude of the first term responsible for heating. This process is also
known as “photon cooling”. The local heat load can then be written as [Lang 1993]
Q (W / cm 2 ) = V .J ( x , z ) + (α i − Γg ( N )).⎛⎜ E f
⎝

2

2
+ Eb ⎞⎟
⎠

(2.26)

with

V =

hω
+ Vd + ρJ
q

(2.27).

ρ and Vd are respectively the series resistance and voltage offset obtained from current versus
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voltage characteristics. The effect of this heat load on the laser will depend of the thermal
properties of the layers used to make the laser. In order to characterize this effect, Lang proposed
to determine the thermal impulse response of the device by calculating the temperature elevation
of a cross section x-y of the device resulting from a spatial delta function of unit power
distribution. The restriction of the impulse response flux f ( x , y ) (K.cm2/W) to the active layer

f ( x ) may then be convolved by the heat load Q ( x , z ) to determine the temperature elevation
inside the active region at each propagation step without having to simulate the structure again.

∆T ( x , z ) = f ( x ) ∗ Q ( x , z )

(2.28)

The temperature elevation is then plugged into
2
− n2 ( x , z ) ≈
neff

neff
k0

2.2

[Γg ( x , z ) − α i − i (Γg ( x , z )b + k0αT ∆T ( x , z ))]

(2.29)

Numerical modeling of an integrated grating coupler

2.2.1 Grating coupler basic mechanism

The grating coupler is an important component of integrated optics. It is generally used to couple
light into or out of a waveguide. Unlike tilted Bragg gratings written in photosensitive optical
fibers [erdogan 1996], most grating couplers used in integrated optics are surface relief grating
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that scatter the electric field guided in the waveguide using a periodically corrugated surface.
The period is chosen such that light is coupled into radiation modes diffracted towards the
substrate and in the air. This is opposed to distributed feedback (DFB) or distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) lasers where the first diffracted order is coupled back into the cavity for narrow
spectral filtering according to the classical equation:

mλ = 2neff Λ , m ∈ Ν ∗

(2.30)

where λ is the wavelength in air, neff is the effective index of the propagating medium and Λ is
the grating period (Fig.9). In the general case, the grating lines are not exactly perpendicular to
the direction of propagation in the waveguiding structure, either voluntarily to decrease
reflectivity or by fabrication error.

Λ

X

Y

φ1

k

Z
K

θ
Y

k

θm

φ0

Z

-

k0sinφ0
X

Fig.9: GCSEL general configuration and equivalent wave-vector diagram.
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φ1

K

Z

By the phase-matching condition the angle of the diffracted order m is given by [Evans 1993]

sin θ m =

2
neff
−

( 2neff m λ cos φ1 )
Λ
n0

+

m 2λ2
Λ2

(2.31)

where n0 is the index of the substrate or supertrate material. This equation can also be used to
determine the acceptance angle of the radiation outcoupled by the grating coupler since φ1 can
also represent the angle of the rays inside the cavity. In the simple and practical case where one
keeps the diffracted beam in the plane perpendicular to the stripe, the diffracted orders angle
equation then reduces to

sinθm =

neff − m

λ
Λ

(2.32)

n0

This equation can be used to find the proper conditions where only one order is diffracted in the
superstrate (generally air) and one order is diffracted in the substrate.

2.2.2 Perturbation technique analysis

The interaction between the diffraction grating and the guided electric field can be evaluated in
first approximation using a perturbation technique following [Tamir 1977] and [Streiffer 1976].
We detail here the application of this technique to a GRINSCH multilayer structure. The
refractive index of a multilayer structure can be written
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∞
⎧ 2
2πqz
2
n
x
z
n
x
Aq ( x ) exp(i
=
+
(
,
)
(
)
)
∑
g ,0
⎪
Λ
q = −∞
⎪⎪
q≠0
⎨
⎧⎪ A0 if 0 < y < t g
⎪ 2
⎪n g ,0 ( x ) = ⎨ 2
⎪⎩ ni for x i −1 < y < x i +1 otherwise
⎪⎩

(2.33)

where Aq represent the Fourier coefficients of the periodic index profile expansion.

Y

X

Fig.10: Radiation losses introduced by a uniform grating coupler.

The electric field can be written as an infinite sum of partial waves

E0 ( x, z ) =

∞

∑E

m = −∞

m

( x ) exp(iβ m z )

(2.34)

By replacing this expression in equation (2.2) one obtains
∞
d 2 Em
2 2
2
2
+ ( k 0 n g , 0 ( x ) − β m ) E m = − k 0 ∑ Am − q ( x ) E q ( x ), m ∈ Z
dy 2
q = −∞

(2.35).

q≠0

In the perturbation technique analysis, (2.35) is first solved for the fundamental mode
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propagating in the structure (m=0) by using the Galerkin method as described in the previous
section. The grating layer is approximated by a uniform layer of refractive index A 0 for this
purpose and the power of the propagating mode is normalized to unity. The electric field
distribution E0 and propagation constant β 0 are then used in (2.35) to derive the fields for the
other partial waves corresponding to the diffracted orders. In the grating layer of the diode
structure, the transverse electric field is approximated by counter-propagating plane waves and a
perturbation term is added following the equation

d 2 Em
dy

2

+ ( k02 ng2 ,0 ( y ) − β m2 ) E m = Am ( x ) E0 ( x )

(2.36)

The result is a first-order approximation since the coupling between the diffracted orders is
neglected. It is important to note that only the fundamental mode multiplied by the Fourier
coefficient of the grating profile is used to derive the electric field of the various diffracted
orders. This method is expected to provide relatively accurate estimation of the grating behavior
in the case where only one diffraction order is allowed. However, its accuracy is limited by the
derivation of the fundamental mode considering the grating as a uniform medium since, when
light hits the grating, it has not yet been transformed to that mode. The radiation losses to
diffracted orders are quantified through the time-averaged power Pm expressed as

Pm =

1

2
1
2
Re⎛⎜ k02ng2 − βm2 Em (t g ) ⎞⎟.Tgm,u +
Re⎛⎜ k02ng2 − βm2 Em (0) ⎞⎟.Tgm,l
⎠
2ωµ0 ⎝
2ωµ0 ⎝
⎠

(2.37)

where Tgm,u and Tgm,l represent the transmission coefficients of the power of diffracted order m
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through the layers above the grating-superstrate boundary and below the grating-residual layer
respectively. The coefficients Tgm,u and Tgm,l for a multilayer structure are derived by “peeling off”
the layers to find the equivalent impedance of the layers below or above the grating respectively.
The field reflection coefficient between layer i and layer i+1 for TE diffracted order m may be
expressed as

rim→ i + 1 =

Yim+ 1 − Yim
Yim+ 1 + Yim

, where Yim =

k xi , m

(2.38)

ωµ0

Then the equivalent impedance of the layer i and i+1 can be expressed as
1
Yeqm, i + 1

=

(
exp(i 2k

1 1 + rim→ i + 1 exp i 2k zi + 1, m t i + 1
Yi + 1 1 − rim→ i + 1

i + 1, m
ti +1
z

)
)

(2.39)

where t i +1 is the thickness of the layer i+1. Then by replacing Yim by Yeqm,i +1 , the reflection
coefficient between layer i and layer i+2 is given by

rim→ i + 2

=

Yim+ 2 − Yim

(2.40).

Yim+ 2 + Yim

This scheme is implemented iteratively to derive the reflection coefficient for any number of
layers used to represent the laser diode structure. The losses due to power transferred to
diffracted orders are quantified by a parameter α (cm-1) representing the exponential decay of
the propagating electric field during its interaction with the grating coupler. The guided energy
coupled to radiated modes is equivalent to an absorption coefficient in the guiding medium so
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that the wavevector of the guided mode can be rewritten

k z = β 0 + iα

(2.41)

Consequently all the partial waves diffracted by the grating decay at the same rate since their
wavevector is given by

k zm = k z +

2πm
2πm
= β 0 + iα +
Λ
Λ

(2.42)

The power of the propagating mode along the direction z perpendicular to the grating grooves
may then be written

P ( z ) = P0 exp(−2αz )

(2.43)

where P0 represents the power of the field before propagating in the grating area. By deriving
equation (2.22) one gets
+∞
dP
= −2αP = − ∑ Pm
dz
m = −∞

(2.44)

The total radiation losses introduced by the grating coupler through the leakage rate α can be
estimated as a sum of the radiated powers of the multiple diffracted orders normalized to the
input power Po.
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∞

∑P

α (1 / µm ) =

m = −∞
m≠0

⎛ β
2⎜⎜ 0
⎝ 2ωµ 0

m

(2.45)

⎞+∞
⎟⎟ ∫ [E 0 ( x )[2 dx
⎠−∞

Please note that the parameter α is sometimes defined in the literature as the power leakage rate
and therefore is twice the value obtained by equation (2.24). The grating strength may also be
represented by the outcoupling length L( µm ) , expressed as the length of interaction such that
the power of the propagating mode has decayed to

L( µm ) =

1
2α

1
and therefore
e
(2.46)

The modeling of a 275nm period rectangular grating integrated on the structure shown in Table 3
provides an estimation of the outcoupling length as a function of grating duty cycle and depth as
shown in Fig.11. It is interesting to note that the shortest outcoupling length is obtained for duty
cycles around 40% for deeper gratings. Indeed, for high duty cycles, the effective index of the
grating coupler is lower which results in decreasing the energy propagating in the p-cladding by
creating a strongly asymmetric cladding around the guided mode. This physical effect is actually
exaggerated by the perturbation technique since the guided mode is calculated by approximating
the grating coupler by a uniform medium to derive the decay coefficient. In reality, the guided
mode interacting with the grating coupler is coming from the unpumped region where the full pcladding is present. Thus the asymmetric cladding effect is expected to be less pronounced for
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real devices as shown in simulations performed by finite-difference time-domain technique
where the transition from the active to passive region is modeled.
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Fig.11: Plot of outcoupling length (µm) versus grating depth and duty cycle for a rectangular
grating coupler predicted by the perturbation technique model.

Nevertheless, good agreement is found between calculations made with FDTD and perturbation
technique for 50% duty cycle as show in Fig.12. The analyzed grating length was limited to 50
microns for the FDTD model which may explain the higher disparities seen for longer
outcoupling lengths.
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Fig.12: Outcoupling length for a 50% duty cycle grating coupler obtained by finite-difference
time domain and perturbation technique.

For a given order m, the directionality of the coupler in the substrate may be estimated by
2
Re⎛⎜ k02 na2 − β m2 E m ( t g ) ⎞⎟.Tgm, u
⎝
⎠
η ml =
2⎞ m
2
⎛
2 2
2
2 2
⎛
Re⎜ k0 na − β m E m ( t g ) ⎟.Tg , u + Re⎜ k0 ns − β m2 E m (0) ⎞⎟.Tgm, l
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

(2.47)

or by the ratio of power diffracted in the air (substrate) divided by the power diffracted in the
substrate (air). The directionality typically oscillates around 0.5 as a function of grating depth
following an interference phenomenon created by the effective refractive index change of the
grating coupler as a function of the grating parameters. This formula does not take reflection or
substrate losses into account. Also it is assumed that the interaction length is long enough so all
the power is coupled out of the waveguide. A nonsymmetric profile such as a blazed grating will
enhance the directionality of the grating by diffracting more light into the air or into the substrate
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[Hagberg 1996].

2.2.3 Finite-difference time domain modeling

The perturbation technique is a useful tool to estimate the influence of the grating and the
structure parameters on coupling. However, its accuracy is limited in cases where the grating is
not uniform spatially or in the case where a metal coating is used to enhance the grating
directionality. Consequently, we developed a modeling tool based on finite-difference time
domain to obtain a full-vectorial solution of the grating coupling problem. This approach is also
suitable to examine complex geometries as well as structures including lossy dielectric or
metallic materials.

2.2.3.1 Numerical Implementation

The detail of the derivation of the electric field and magnetic field can be found in appendix A.
From these equations we understand that it is important to have E and H interleaved in a socalled Yee cell [Yee 1966] since the values of the electric field and magnetic field are linked
through derivatives in the Maxwell equations. For example, since we are using

∂H z
∂H x
and
∂x
∂z

to calculate E y , these terms will be accurately represented at the point E y ( i , j ) if the derivatives
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of the magnetic field are derived using the values of H x ( i , j ± 0.5) and H x ( i ± 0.5, j ) . This
scheme is represented in Fig.13. The numerical grid used for this work is typically 10nm to
model the grating period with 27 points.
Z
Hx(i,j+1/2)
Ey(i,j)

Ey(i,j+1)

Hz(i+1/2,j)
X

Hz(i+1/2,j+1)

Ey(i+1,j) Hx(i+1,j+1/2)

Ey(i+1,j+1)

Fig.13: The Yee cell showing how Hx and Hz are interleaved with Ey to yield accurate
numerical derivatives of the magnetic field involved in the calculation of the electric field.

•

Benchmark with analytical solution of lossy dielectric interface

We derived the equations for lossy dielectric medium in order to introduce the conductivity
parameter in the possible material to analyze. In order to benchmark the program, we simulated a
CW Gaussian amplitude planar phase-front impinging on a medium with finite conductivity and
compared the results obtained from the FDTD program written with the theoretical decay of the
electric field given for a medium of permittivity ε complex = ε r + i * σ by the following equation:
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α=

ε r ⎛⎜

2
⎞
⎛ σ ⎞
1+ ⎜
− 1⎟
⎟
⎟
2⎜
⎝ ωε ⎠
⎝
⎠

2π

λ

(2.48)
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Fig.14: Benchmark of the lossy dielectric FDTD showing a comparison between theoretical
behavior of E-field in lossy medium and FDTD simulation.

2.2.3.2 Modeling of metallic layers

The modeling of metallic materials involved in the high reflection coating of the grating coupler
requires a modification of the equations presented above since losses induced by metals cannot
usually be represented by a simple conductivity term. The complex refractive Index of a metal
can be written as nc = n + i .k =

ck

ω

, where c is the velocity of light, k the wavenumber and
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ω=

2πc

λ

the angular frequency. The permittivity is then given by

ε r i = ε 1 + i .ε 2 = ε r − i

σ
= nc2
ε 0ω

(2.49)

So the permittivity and conductivity are given by

⎧ε r = n 2 − k 2
⎨
⎩σ = 2nkε 0ω

(2.50)

and therefore the index of refraction can be expressed as
1
⎧
⎛
⎞
2 2
⎜
⎟
⎡
⎤
⎪ 2 1
⎛ ε2 ⎞
⎪ n = ε 1 ⎜ ⎢1 + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ⎥ + 1 ⎟
2 ⎜ ⎢ ⎝ ε1 ⎠ ⎥
⎟⎟
⎪
⎦
⎜⎣
⎝
⎠
⎪
⎨
1
⎛
⎞
⎪
2 2
⎜
⎟
⎪ 2 1 ⎜ ⎡⎢ ⎛⎜ ε 2 ⎞⎟ ⎤⎥
⎟
⎪ k = 2 ε 1 ⎜ ⎢1 + ⎜ ε ⎟ ⎥ − 1 ⎟
⎜⎣ ⎝ 1 ⎠ ⎦
⎟
⎪
⎝
⎠
⎩

(2.23)

The real part of the permittivity of metals such as gold are less than one in the spectrum region
close to the 980nm wavelength of interest for this work. This causes instability of the numerical
model due to a negative permittivity and requires the application of the Drude-Lorentz mode for
metals to the FDTD scheme. The Lorentz model for Gold gives a frequency dependent
expression of the permittivity that prevents the instability induced by having a negative real part
of the permittivity. In this model the permittivity is given by
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ε = εr +

ε1
⎛ω ⎞ ⎛ω ⎞
ε 2 + 2 jδ 0 ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ − ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝ ω0 ⎠ ⎝ ω0 ⎠

(2.52)

2

The electric flux density is then given by
~
D y (ω ) = ε r E y (ω ) +

ε1
⎛ω ⎞ ⎛ω ⎞
ε 2 + 2 jδ 0 ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ − ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝ ω0 ⎠ ⎝ ω0 ⎠

2

~
E y (ω )

(2.53)

One can introduce the an auxiliary variable S (ω ) so that
~
D y (ω ) = ε r E y (ω ) + S (ω )

(2.54)

Using the auxiliary differential equation (ADE) method one gets in the discrete form in time
domain

ω 02ε 2 . S n − 1 + 2δ 0ω 0

S n − S n− 2 S n − 2 S n−1 + S n− 2
~ n−1
+
= ω 02ε 1 . E y
2
2∆t
∆t

(2.55)

where Sn −1 describes S at t=n-1. Thus one obtains the electric field value by the following set of
equations

⎧ n ( 2 − ∆t 2ω 02ε 2 ) n − 1 (1 − ∆tω 0δ 0 ) n − 2
∆t 2ω 02ε 1 ~ n − 1
S
S
S
E
=
−
+
⎪
(1 + ∆tω0δ 0 )
(1 + ∆tω0δ 0 )
(1 + ∆tω0δ 0 ) y
⎪
⎨
n
n
⎪ ~ n Dy − S
⎪Ey =
εr
⎩

(2.56)

The magnetic field is then obtained by (2.47). If ε 2 = 0 the Lorentz model reduces to the Drude
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model for metals

ε = εd −

ω 2p
i⎞
⎛
ω⎜ω + ⎟
τ⎠
⎝

= εd −

ω 2pτ
ω 2pτ
+
1
iω
iω −
τ

(2.57)

where

⎧
⎪ε = 1
⎪ 1
⎪ 2
2
⎨ω 0 = ω p
⎪
⎪δ 0 = − 1
⎪⎩
2τω 0

(2.58).

Finally, an important part of the FDTD success resides in an efficient way of handling the
boundaries of the computation domain. The energy flowing through the boundaries must be
tackled in a way that no artificial reflection is created that could interfere with the analyzed
signal. The most common method to do so is to implement a perfectly matched layer (PML)
scheme that is based on artificial medium properties to obtain perfect impedance matching at the
boundaries interfaces as first described by Berenger [Berenger 1994]. It was empirically shown
that the best PML results are obtained by varying the conductivities as a cubic function of the
penetration inside the PML region. This graded impedance produces the best results and the
lowest reflectivity at the boundaries interfaces. The coefficients C1D and C 2D vary from 1 to 0.33
inside the PML region that was set to 10 cells. Similar coefficients are found for the magnetic
field solution.
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2.3

Grating coupler design and analysis

2.3.1 What is the optimum shape for a grating coupler?

Although the wave equation is approximated to obtain an analytical solution of the grating
coupling strength, the perturbation technique helps get some insight into the grating behavior for
design purposes. A good example is the approximation of the grating decay parameter α as a
function of the grating shape.

It can indeed be shown, by solving equation (2.36) that the

grating leakage rate for the mth diffracted order is directly proportional to the square of the mth
component of the grating Fourier decomposition [Tamir 1977]. Considering a trapezoidal profile,
the leakage rate is proportional to
2
⎧
⎪ Q = ⎛⎜ sin( nπδ ) . sin ⎡ nπ ⎛⎜ d 1 − δ ⎞⎟ ⎤ ⎞⎟
⎢
⎥
⎪ n ⎜ nπδ
⎠ ⎦ ⎟⎠
⎣ ⎝ d
⎝
⎨
⎪
d − d2
⎪δ = 1
2d
⎩

(2.59)

Where d is the grating period, and d1 and d 2 the trapezoid base and top widths respectively. This
result demonstrates that the leakage rate is optimal for a rectangular profile where d1 = d 2 and a
duty cycle defined of 50% the duty cycle being defined in this dissertation as the percentage of
removed material within one grating period. In fact this effect is counterbalanced slightly by the
fact that a grating with a high duty cycle has a lower average index than low duty cycle gratings,
which consequently tends to shift the energy of the guided mode away from the grating,
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decreasing the amount of modal intensity interacting with the corrugated surface and therefore
decreasing the leakage rate. The highest leakage rates are therefore observed for a duty cycle
between 40% and 50% as shown in Fig.11. An FDTD analysis of the radiation produced by
gratings with four different sidewall profiles is shown in Fig.15. The exponential increase of the
outcoupling length as a function of the sidewall angle confirms that rectangular gratings provide
higher coupling coefficient.
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Fig.15: Plot of outcoupling length versus sidewall angle θ obtained by FDTD modeling.
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2.3.2 Choice of the grating period

The period of the grating coupler must be chosen to satisfy the following two requirements:

•

maximize the coupling efficiency into one order

•

decrease the effective relectivity

The period of the grating coupler must then be chosen so that only one order of diffraction is
allowed in the substrate. This condition is met by the following condition
Λ<

2λ
neff + ns

where λ = 980 nm ,

(2.60)

ns = 3.54, and neff = 3.31 , then Λ < 286 nm .

Gratings with two different periods 275nm and 325nm were fabricated on a AlGaAs/GaAs
structure grown by IQE corporation. The power diffracted into the -1 order in the air and the
substrate was measured and summed. Despite chip to chip variations, the results showed that the
slope efficiency is about 45% larger for a 275nm period grating. This confirms the study done by
[Hagberg 1995] that indicated larger slope efficiencies are obtained for negative detuning with
respect to the second order Bragg resonance at 290nm by suppressing the second diffracted order
in the substrate. Consequently, we decided to focus our efforts on negatively detuned grating
couplers with 270nm or 275nm periods.
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2.3.3 Theoretical reflectivity of detuned grating coupler

One of the key advantages of the detuned grating coupler is the low reflectivity obtained when
coupling light outside the cavity. Using coupled mode theory, the in-plane power reflection
coefficient is given by [Yariv 1973]

R=

κ 2 sinh 2 (αL)
α 2 cosh2 (αL) + δ sinh 2 (αL)

(2.61)

where L is the grating length, κ is the grating coupling coefficient, ne the effective index. The
attenuation α and detuning coefficient δ are given by

⎧α = κ 2 − δ 2
⎪
⎨
⎛ 1 ne ⎞
⎟⎟
⎪δ = β − β 0 = 2π ⎜⎜ −
⎝ λ λB ⎠
⎩

(2.62)

λ B is the second order Bragg wavelength for the grating period considered. In the practical case
investigated in this dissertation, we consider a 270nm grating period, an effective index of
refraction of 3.31 and therefore the Bragg wavelength for this grating is located at

λB = ne Λ = 894nm

(2.63)

The period provides an 83nm detuning from the emission wavelength located at 977nm. The
coupling coefficient κ is given by

κ=

1 ⎛ ∆ne ⎞
⎜
⎟
Λ ⎜⎝ ne ⎟⎠

(2.64)
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Fig.16: Reflectivity of a 100micron long, 50% duty cycle, 250nm deep, 270nm period grating
coupler as a function of wavelength. At the emission wavelength of 977nm, the reflectivity is
less than 10-4.

This result is in agreement with other numerical methods [Butler 1982]. To calculate the
coupling coefficient, one needs to calculate the variation of effective index between the mode
supported in the tooth of the grating and the mode supported in the groove. These two modes can
be calculated using the Galerkin method and the resulting coupling coefficient, assuming a 50%
duty cycle rectangular grating, is given by

κ=

1 ⎛ ∆ne ⎞
⎜
⎟ = 170cm − 1
Λ ⎜⎝ ne ⎟⎠

(2.65)

The reflectivity provided by a 100 micron long grating is shown in Fig.17 as a function of
wavelength. A length of 100 micron was considered since power drops at 1 / e 2 at this distance
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of interaction.

2.3.4 Effect of low reflectivity mirror on device performance

The external differential efficiency of the device depends strongly on the facet coatings that
control the mirror output losses. Usually a 95%/HR and 2-4%/AR coatings are deposited on the
facets to increase the power output from one side. In the case of the GCSEL, the grating coupler
reflectivity reaches values as low as 10 −4 . Given the mirror’s reflectivity R1 and R 2 , the
differential efficiency is given by

ηd− 1 = η i− 1 +

αi L

(2.66)

⎛ 1 ⎞
⎟⎟
ηi . ln⎜⎜
⎝ R1 R2 ⎠

where internal quantum efficiency ηi = 0.956 and losses α i = 2.5cm −1 . To understand the
effect of the low reflectivity on the device behavior, we modeled the GCSEL device by replacing
one cleaved facet by a low reflectivity of 10-4 to simulate the grating effective reflectivity. The
device active region is 2mm long and 60 µm wide. The effect of the length of the grating is
neglected. The reflectivity of the uncoated back facet is 0.32. The carrier density is calculated
using 40 Hermite-Gauss polynomials. Temperature effects were neglected.
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Fig.17: Plot of the Fabry-Perot device efficiency versus output mirror reflectivity for different
lengths of 1mm, 2mm, and 4mm.

The propagation step of the finite-difference beam propagation model is 2µm and 240 points are
used to sample the contact stripe in the X direction. The calculation starts by launching a 5mW
Gaussian beam inside the cavity that will propagate for 19 iterative loops. The large difference
between the power measured at the back facet and the grating side stems from the large
difference in effective reflectivity between the two facets. As a result the COD level of the
uncoated facet GCSEL device is increased since the intensity level hitting the uncoated back
facet is lowered by a factor of 27 when compared to power measured at the beginning of the
grating. The carrier density distribution follows closely the electric field intensity since both are
coupled through the stimulated emission process.
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Z µm
X µm
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Z µm
X µm

Fig.18: Plot of carrier density (bottom) and electric field intensity (top) inside the cavity of 2mm
long by 60µm wide device for I=1A obtained after 19 iteration loops by averaging 5 loops.

The nonlinear effects triggered by the antiguiding factor are responsible for the filaments
propagating inside the cavity. The intensity distribution is typical of a single pass gain device.
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Because the filaments are not stable modes of the cavity, it is necessary to average over a few
round trips to obtain the intensity distribution inside the device [Marciante 1996]. Each round
trip takes 44ps to complete. The intensity shown in Fig.18 is therefore averaged over 220ps. This
model is useful to investigate the effect of the stripe geometry on the spatial transverse mode
profile. However, the model only cares for one wavelength and does not include the amplified
spontaneous emission process occurring over the length of the device and responsible for the
increase of power experimentally observed between 1mm long and 2mm long GCSEL devices.

2.3.5 Low reflectivity wet-etched structure

The InGaP wet-etch stop layer is located at 250nm above the top of the GRINSCH so that the
overlap between the modes propagating in the active and passive region is maximized while
good outcoupling is performed by gratings with reasonable aspect ratio. In our structure, a 50%
duty cycle, 250nm deep grating, corresponds to a 50µm outcoupling length. Finite-difference
time domain was used to determine the effective reflectivity of the step as shown in Fig.19. More
than 99.8% of the input power is found to be transmitted into the passive region. The difference
in effective index between the active and wet-etched passive region, obtained by the Galerkin
method, is 1.1 × 10−3 , giving a theoretical effective Fresnel power reflectivity at this interface
of 2 × 10 −7 . The excellent overlap between the mode profiles propagating in the active and
passive region results in suppressing effectively any feedback inside the cavity from thisinterface
and also enhances the device efficiency by decreasing scattering losses.
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Fig.19: Scanning electron microscope of the wet-etched transition between the active and the
passive area where the grating is integrated.
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2.3.6 Improvement of grating coupler directionality

2.3.6.1 FDTD calculation

We applied the FDTD modeling of metallic layers to the analysis of high reflection coating
deposited on the grating coupler. This analysis aims at determining which scheme will be
employed to obtain highly directional emission towards the substrate and potential second optical
element. We considered a 250nm deep grating with 50% duty cycle, covered by either a layer of
gold or a combination of dielectric and gold [Evans 1989]. The refractive index of the dielectric
was taken to 1.78 while the permittivity of gold was given by (2.57) with the following standard
parameters for Gold around 1µm emission wavelength:

⎧
⎪
⎪ε d = 8
⎪
⎨ω p = 8eV / h
⎪
1
⎪τ =
⎪
0.008ω p
⎩

(2.67)

We assumed a perfectly planarized coating with filled grating grooves. The dielectric thickness
on top the grating grooves is set to 130nm. The grating length was set to 50µm. The outcoupling
length is greatly reduced, in the case of gold layer alone, to 24 µm. The losses associated with the
gold coating are estimated by calculating the value of the vertical component of the power flow
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at the lower edge of the calculation domain when 67% of the propagating light is outcoupled
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Fig.21: Horizontal component of the power flow representing the decay of propagating power
inside the waveguide when the grating coupler is coated with gold only (right) or a combination
of dielectric and gold layers (left).

Compared to the dielectric and gold combination, the gold only coating scheme generates 28%
more losses according to the FDTD calculation. The reflectivity, given by the horizontal
component of the power flow calculated at the beginning of the propagation, is also increased by
almost an order of magnitude from 0.3% to 2% in the case of the gold only coating. The
outcoupling length for the dielectric and gold combination is 62µm, a slight increase when
compared to outcoupling without high reflection coating due to the decrease in index contrast.
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2.3.6.2 Experiment

To verify experimentally the claim that dielectric and gold layer combination provides a more
efficient high reflection coating, a few devices were coated with a 130nm dielectric layer. Before
being placed inside the thermal evaporator, the dielectric layer was removed from the top of the
p-contact. Other devices from the same wafer were also placed inside the thermal evaporator but
did not have the dielectric coating on top of the grating. A 225nm layer of gold was deposited on
both sets of devices. The active length for all devices was 1.7mm. The substrate of all devices
was coated with 130nm antireflection SiNH dielectric layer. The output power transmitted
through the substrate was measured with 500ns pulse at 1kHz repetition rate and compared to
total power coupled in the air and through the substrate for devices without HR coating on the
grating and AR coating on the substrate. The results are summarized in table 5. The combination
of dielectric and gold layers is more than twice more efficient than the case of Gold alone. When
compared to the FDTD calculation, the extra losses associated with the gold only configuration
could be due to clipping of portion of the light by the n-contact caused by a 10µm shift of the
peak intensity occurring after propagation in the substrate. Since the gold only HR coating
outcouples light faster, more light is expected to be clipped by the n-type metal contact. Using
the ratio between powers measured from the back cleaved facet and the grating output, we
calculated that effective reflectivity for the dielectric and gold HR scheme was between three and
ten times lower than for the gold only HR coating.
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Table 5: Experimental comparison of high reflection coating performance.

HR coating

NO

Au

SiNH + Au

Slope
Efficiency
0.29 W/A

0.24 W/A

0.57 W/A

Following this analysis, we conclude that it is important to use the dielectric and gold
combination to enhance the directionality of the emission output. This combination eliminates
the extra losses associated with depositing gold inside the grooves.
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CHAPTER 3: FABRICATION

The fabrication of a grating-coupled surface emitting laser involves features ranging from 30nm
to several microns and a wide range of micro-fabrication equipment for deposition, patterning
and etching. All processes are wafer-based and leverage off the experience accumulated in the
integrated circuit industry so that several hundreds of devices can be produced out of a single
batch. We will start by detailing the processes involved in the wafer processing of laser diodes.
We will then explain the grating coupler fabrication steps, including patterning by electron beam
lithography and etching. We will emphasize the singularities associated with fabricating submicron features, such as proximity effect and aspect ratio dependent etching.

3.1

Laser diode fabrication

In this work, laser diodes are gain-guided with stripes ranging from 10micron to 100µm wide.
The standard process for laser diodes has to be modified to accommodate the integration of the
grating coupler and the light extraction through the substrate. The wafer used in this work was
grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) by Coherent Inc on (100) GaAs substrate. The wafer
flats are oriented according to European standards, the major flat being oriented parallel to the
(011) plane, unlike the US standard where the major flat is parallel to the (01 1 ) plane.
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3.1.1 p-contact processing

The following steps were performed by Coherent Inc. due to the high temperature required to
evaporate the metals used for p-contact. The processing starts by defining the stripe width and
length by contact lithography, followed by wet-etching of the area where the grating coupler will
be patterned. A 20nm InGaP etch-stop layer was integrated in the growth at 250nm above the
graded AlGaAs waveguide to enable precise positioning of the grating coupler with respect to
the quantum well (Kjellberg 1993). Since the stripes are typically perpendicular to a major flat,
the etched sidewalls profiles may be inverted as shown in Fig.22. This may create some contact
problems if not taken into consideration during photolithography. This problem is usually not
critical for the wide stripes used for this work but becomes important when the current is injected
through a bonding pad in single-mode ridge lasers for instance. The experimental profiles shown
in Fig.22 were obtained by a solution of H3PO4:H2O2:H2O at ratios of 0.75:1:3 for 2minutes. The
difference between the sidewall profiles orientation is highlighted on the SEM pictures. A 100nm
thick layer of Si3N4 is then deposited using Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition
(PECVD) to insulate the contact around the stripe. The dielectric layer is removed from the top
of the contact stripe using another contact lithography step and a reactive ion etcher (RIE) to
enable ohmic contact as shown in Fig.23. The metal layers (Ti/Pt/Au) are then evaporated on the
wafer and lifted off at both edges of the stripe to enable the integration of the grating coupler.
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(01 1 )

(011)

Fig.22: Wet-etch sidewalls profiles of GaAs with respect to the major flats (top). The flats
configuration shown is US standard (source: Tyco Electronics).
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Mesa
InGaP etch stop
InGaAs Quantum Well

Si3N4

GaAs
substrate
Ti/Pt/Au

30µm
marks for
e-beam
lithography

10µm

Fig.23: p-contact processing prior to grating coupler integration.

3.1.2 n-contact processing

The wafer is thinned down to 150 µm to decrease the device resistivity and enable good cleaving.
Another polishing step was added at CREOL in order to remove pits created by the standard
laser diodes polishing step and enable integration of optical elements on the GaAs substrate. The
wafer was first polished with 0.3 µm Al2O3 powder that was mixed to distilled water for about
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15minutes. The sample was kept rotating to produce a flat surface. Then NaOCl was added for a
few minutes to produce a mirror-like finish. This technique was introduced as early as 1964 by
Reisman and Rohr but the mechanism was only explained in 1989 by Higuchi using Raman
spectroscopy. The technique is known as chemical-mechanical polishing since the reaction
products Ga2O3 and As2O3 created by the active oxygen are removed by the friction due to the
polishing cloth. The basic chemical equations are shown in Fig.24.

+

NaOCl + H2O → HOCl + Na + OH

-

Removed by
polishing cloth
HCl
+
2 GaAs + 6

(O)

2As + 5 NaOCl + 3 H2O

Ga2O3 + As2O3
2 H3AsO4 + 5 NaCl

3H+ + AsO43-

Fig.24: Polishing mechanism of GaAs by NaOCL and ZYGO white light interferometer profiles
of GaAs substrate before and after poslishing.
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The polished GaAs substrate was then inspected using a white light ZYGO interferometer. The
waving seen on the right profile in Fig.24 is due to a non perfectly flat sample. The height
variation is approximately 125nm over a 500µmX500µm area and may affect the wavefront exit
angle. This problem may be solved by using a high-end polishing tool dedicated to wafer
polishing. After polishing, the sample is cleaned with acetone and isopropanol before being
plunged in a 10% HCl solution for 1mn to remove any oxide layer created during the polishing
step. The sample is then mounted p-side down on a piece of GaAs using PC3 coating from
Futurex to avoid breaking the thin sample. A 1µm thick layer of negative resist NR7-1000PY
from Futurex is spun on the sample and baked at 150°C for 1min. The sample is then mounted
on a 4” silicon wafer using crystal bond and placed on a Quintel front to back aligner. Using
infrared viewers, the p-contact gold marks are aligned to the n-side mask and exposed for 8s at a
wavelength of 365nm. If the sample is smaller than 1 inch in diameter, only one viewer can be
used but it is usually enough for correct alignment down to approximately 10 microns accuracy.
The sample is then post-baked at 100°C for 1min and demounted from the silicon wafer by
sliding the sample gently during post-bake. The pattern is developed in a 3:1 solution of
RD6:H2O for 80s and rinsed with distilled water for 30s and then blow dried with nitrogen. The
resist NR7-1000PY was chosen for its unique properties that enable proper metal lift-off by
creating an inward sidewall profile after development as shown Fig.25. After developing the
pattern, the sample is placed inside an Edwards thermal evaporator where a standard Ni/Ge/Au
n-metal contact is deposited with thickness of 4nm, 20nm and 350nm respectively. The Ni layer
is used as an adhesion layer and Ge is used to allow diffusion of the contact inside GaAs during
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annealing.

Ni/Ge/Au

Negative resist

600µm

Fig.25: SEM picture of negative resist profile after development and metallization (left) and
microscope picture of gold marls used for front to backside alignment (right).

The sample is then placed in an acetone bath overnight and finally in a RR2 (Futurex) bath at
70°C for 5min to achieve metal lift-off. The lift-off technique is used to open windows in the ncontact to enable light extraction through the substrate. The sample is then annealed at 400°C for
30s with a rapid thermal annealer. During the alloyed contact formation, Au reacts with the Ga
atoms to form a variety of alloys. Ge then diffuses into GaAs to occupy the Ga vacancies created
by the alloys formation and produces a heavily n-type doped substrate. A typical device
resistance of 2.5x10-4Ω.cm2 was measured from the current versus voltage curve. The dielectric
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layer protecting the area where the grating is integrated is removed by reactive ion etching with a
standard process involving carbon tetrafluoride (CF4) and Oxygen following the process
described in Table 6. The mechanisms of plasma etching will be explained in more details in the
next section.

Table 6: Typical process used to remove Si3N4 dielectric layer before grating integration.

CF4

O2

RIE power

Pressure

Etch rate

36 sccm

4 sccm

75W

40mT

~ 80nm/mn

3.2

Grating coupler fabrication

The fabrication of the grating coupler typically requires precise control of the pattern features
below 150nm for a 270nm period grating. The pattern transfer requires precise depth control as
well as vertical sidewalls since the grating coupling coefficient and reflectivity was shown to
depend strongly upon duty cycle and depth. We will first explain the pattern direct writing
procedure using electron beam lithography before detailing the pattern transfer and plasma
etching mechanisms involved in the grating fabrication process.
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3.2.1 Electron beam lithography (EBL)

The electron beam lithography (EBL) system is a system of choice to write small features down
to 10nm for a variety of applications. The first waveguide grating couplers fabricated by e-beam
were patterned at Cornell university in 1973 [Turner 1973]. Since then, the flexibility of EBL has
been successfully applied to the fabrication of various straight [Tiberio 1991] or circular [King
1992] second-order gratings for surface-emitting lasers. The basic principle of EBL is to control
a beam of electrons across a thin film of resist sensitive to the electrons radiation. This function
can be achieved by converting a scanning electron microscope (SEM) using a module such as the
Nabity Pattern Generator System (NPGS) or can be a system fully dedicated to patterning such
as the Leica EBPG 5000+. Both systems were used at the College of Optics and Photonics and
will be briefly compared. In this section, we will explain the basic principles of electron beam
lithography before detailing the characterization of two e-beam resists. We will then explain how
to exploit the e-beam flexibility to taper the grating strength by proper Computer Assisted
Design (CAD) and good exposure dose control.

3.2.1.1 Electron beam direct-write basic principles

An electron source typically sits at the top of a typical EBL column (Fig.26).

The electrons are

produced either by applying heat (thermoionic source) or an electric field (field emission source)
to a conducting filament. Two or more lenses, electrostatic or magnetic, are used to condense
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the beam. As in an optics system, a stigmator is used for correcting any astigmatism in the beam.
The beam is spatially cleaned and centered in the column by an aperture, and finally, an electron
detector for assisting with focusing and locating marks on the sample

Fig.26: Elements of an EBL column (example of Leica Vectorbeam writer).

3.2.1.2 LEO 360 with NPGS versus Leica EBPG 5000+

The NPGS equipment offers a cost-effective way to obtain very small features. It is controlling
the electron beam of a LEO 360 scanning electron microscope equipped with an electrostatic
beam blanker from Scan Service corporation. The maximum allowed acceleration voltage is
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30kV and can typically write features as small as 40nm in 200nm thick resist at a current of
30pA. The system is able to write very complex polygons with up to 200 vertices using a vector
scan mode which, unlike the simpler raster mode, directs the beam to areas where patterns are
written only. The system uses a 16 bit digital to analog converter (DAC) which means that
patterns can be written with up to 232 pixels. However the DAC board speed is limited to 100kHz
and without a laser interferometric stage, it is limited to single field of about 400µmX400µm
because the stitching accuracy is lower than 10µm. The automatic alignment, although possible,
also suffers from the stage inaccuracy and is practically unusable. On the other hand, for a much
higher price of course, a dedicated electron beam system will write features down to 10nm on
areas as large as a 5” plate. Also, the Leica e-beam system is capable to write small features with
currents as high as a few nA, about two orders of magnitude higher than the NPGS which usually
writes at a current of 30pA. The total writing time is defined as the dwelling time all pixels plus
the scan coils settling time. The dwelling time for each pixel is defined by

⎛ Field length ⎞
⎟
Area Dose × ⎜⎜
# pixels ⎟⎠
⎝
t=
Current

2

(3.1)

The NPGS writing speed is usually limited by the digital to analog throughput which is limited to
100 kHz (specifications for board DT2823, Data Translation Inc.). Therefore, if the dwelling
time is too small, the number of pixels has to be decreased to allow the NPGS to correctly
address the grid.
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Table 7: Comparison between SEM based NPGS system and Leica EBPG 5000+
JC Nabity Lithography Systems Leica Lithography Systems Ltd.
Model

NPGS / SEM LEO 360

EBPG 5000+

Electron source

Tungsten filament

Thermal field emitter

Alignment

Manequal or
Automated (limited by stage)

Automated

Stitching

>10 µm

30nm (100 µm field)
80nm (1000 µm field)

Energy

0-40 kV (30kV in practice)

20 - 50 kV (100kV optional)

Beam current

0-500pA

100pA – 200nA

DAC speed

100 kHz

500Hz - 25MHz

Working distance

7mm

40mm

DAC

16 bits

16 bits

Pattern shape

Any

Any

Max. # of doses per pattern

30

232

Writing method

Vector scan

Vector scan

Max. field size

~ 400µmx400µm

800 µmx800µm (50kV)

Stage control/accuracy

Automated/10µm

Automated/0.6nm
(Laser interferometer HeNe)

Maximum sample size

4”

5”

Aberration corrections

Manequal (gold standard)

Automatic

Off-axis corrections/
Height sensor

No/No

Yes/Yes

Control computer

DOS/Windows

Alpha console / X Terminal
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3.2.1.3 The proximity effect

As the beam of electrons hits the resist, the initial electron trajectories are affected by a
broadening effect during propagation called forward scattering. Once they hit the substrate they
can experience large deflection angles due to elastic scattering. This second effect is known as
electron backscattering and is mainly responsible for the dose variation experienced by densely
patterned features also known as proximity effect. When accelerated by higher voltages (20kV),
electrons are buried deeper in the substrate, decreasing the magnitude of the proximity effect
[Kyser 1975]. However, higher voltage also extends the backscattering range. The proximity
effect is shown in fig.27 for the case of densely packed lines found in patterns such as a
diffraction grating. The single-pass lines were patterned in a 400nm thick PMMA resist layer at
30kV with a dose of 200µC/cm2 using the NPGS system. As shown on the SEM picture,
although each line is exposed with the same dose, the middle line is affected by the electrons
backscattered from the doses applied to the edge lines. Consequently, the effective dose received
by the resist in the middle of the pattern is higher than on the edges, affecting the feature width
and may prevent clearing the resist. The dose needed to clear an isolated line is therefore always
higher than the dose of densely packed lines. In some cases this non-uniformity needs to be
compensated for, especially when small features need to be patterned next to large areas.
Another consequence of the proximity effect is the dependence of the clearing dose upon the
feature width as shown in fig.27.
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Fig.27: Proximity effect on densely packed lines. The left SEM show a cross section of patterns
written in 400nm thick PMMA. The grating duty cycle on the edge of the pattern is affected by
the proximity effect (right).

CAD
linewidth

30nm

60nm

90nm

120nm

Clearing
dose

140uC/cm2
(+-10)

90uc/cm2
(+-10)

60uC/cm2
(+-10)

<50uC/cm2

Fig.28: Clearing dose as a function of CAD linewidth for a 270nm period grating. The wider
features typically require a lower dose to clear because of the proximity effect. The resist used is
ZEP 2:1 spun at 3500RPM for 40s.
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3.2.1.4 Defining and writing the grating coupler with the Leica EBPG

•

Pattern grid and field size

For a given field size, the pattern is sampled on a grid of 232 pixels. Thus, for a pixel increment
of 10nm, the corresponding field size L is given by

(

)

L = 216 − 1 .10−3 = 655.35µm

(3.2)

This field was used to write the grating couplers since its length allows the extraction of
99.99998% of the light, assuming a 250nm deep, 50% duty cycle grating. The field dimensions
are especially important to sample patterns for grating couplers since the period must be a
multiple of the pixel increment or phase errors will be introduced. The pattern file is typically
written in GDS2 format and converted to the Leica file format using a program called CATS that
fractures the pattern appropriately as a function of field size, format, and number of doses.

•

Control over duty cycle variation

The proximity effect can be corrected by assigning different doses to the pattern. This feature is
also very helpful to tailor the grating parameters. We showed in Chapter 2 that the grating
coupler strength, represented by the inverse of the outcoupling length, depends strongly upon the
grating duty cycle and depth. In order to obtain efficient substrate beam shaping or direct fiber
coupling from the device, it is useful to reshape the beam into a more symmetric profile by
tailoring the grating leakage rate through asymmetric grating couplers. Such graded strength
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couplers also minimize the impedance mismatch between the waveguide and the grating region,
decreasing scattering losses. Several techniques have been reported to control the leakage rate of
grating couplers. Miyagana and al. first showed theoretically that grating couplers with fixed
duty cycle and linearly varying depth can approximate Gaussian intensity output profile
[Miyagana 1981]. Output beams approaching a gaussian profile were obtained from gratings
fabricated using a specially modified ion etcher equipped with a moving slit to control the
grating depth locally [Bates 1993]. Another technique used a dithering mask to create a tapered
waveguide thickness where a uniform grating coupler could then be integrated to obtain
symmetric output profiles [Kipfer 2000]. It was also shown theoretically that gratings with
varying duty cycle and constant depth can produce output beams with symmetrical intensity
profiles [Touam 1997] but no experimental verification has yet been made to the best of our
knowledge.
Exposure
Dose

gain stripe
Graded
duty cycle

Z

Z
Alignment
marks

Fig.29: CAD design of a 16 level graded grating coupler and SEM of a device with a grating
coupler patterned in ZEP. The exposure dose increases from z=0 to z=80 µm.
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Using e-beam lithography, the grating duty cycle variation can be achieved by varying the CAD
feature size. However, since the clearing dose depends on the feature, the dose should be
changed as well as shown in fig.29. Instead, it is possible to select a small CAD feature and
change the dose assigned to the grating by placing each grating section in a different layer. Each
layer is then assigned a different dose which is translated into a different writing frequency by
the Leica EBPG. The dose increase widens the groove width proportionally to the applied dose.
Another technique to control the grating duty cycle was proposed by Eriksson and uses a
multiple line exposure to achieve more vertical sidewalls. However, we found that the single line
exposure variation method used in this work also yields vertical sidewall profiles of the etched
patterns as shown in the next section.

3.2.2 Pattern transfer

After patterning, the features need to be transferred into the semiconductor material for
monolithic integration. This step is achieved through plasma dry-etching to obtain anisotropic
profiles of the grating coupler sidewalls for maximum coupling efficiency. We will first explain
the basic principles of plasma etching by inductively-coupled plasma etcher. We will focus on
the etching mechanisms of GaAs/AlGaAs by BCl3-based chemistry to explain the process
developed in collaboration with Unaxis. We will then present a comparison of hard versus soft
mask pattern transfer to justify the process chosen for this work. Finally, effects specific to
etching of submicron features such as microloading effect will be analyzed and applied to the
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fabrication of graded grating couplers.

3.2.2.1 Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching mechanisms

In a standard RF-generated plasma etching system, a voltage is applied between two electrodes
by an RF power supply operating at 13.56 MHz to cause free electrons in the etching chamber to
oscillate and collide with gas molecules. Those collisions produce ionization of the gas
molecules which in turn create an avalanche of ions and electrons. This strong ionization also
produces photons responsible for the well-known plasma glow. The typical parallel-plate reactor
consists of a cathode capacitively coupled to the RF generator and a grounded anode. Since the
reactor is equivalent to a capacitor, the cathode becomes charged by the electrons created during
the ionization and retains a DC bias voltage which is used as one main characteristics of physical
etching. The reactive species created in the plasma constitute the main etching mechanism since
they diffuse to the sample surface and react with the solid molecules. The reaction products
removal is assured by the vacuum and enhanced by various mechanisms. The advantage of the
ICP source is to increase greatly the plasma density by changing the RF coupling to the plasma
through a second RF generator operating at 2MHz. The ICP source consists of a helical resonator
wrapped around the chamber that produces circumferential electric field lines shielded from the
electrodes inside the chamber and an inductively-coupled axial RF magnetic field that creates
high density plasma by changing the path of the electrons in the chamber. Indeed, instead of
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going straight from the anode to the cathode, the electrons follow helical path forced by the axial
magnetic field inductively created by the circumferential electric field lines. The longer path
increases the ionization efficiency, creating high density plasmas. Such a source, shown in
fig.29, has therefore the potential to create high-density (1012 cm-3), low-energy plasmas
sustainable at low pressure.
Gas
RF ICP
Anode
Helical coil

B field

C
e-

e

-

e-

e-

2M Hz
E field

E field
C+

C+

C+

Cathode

He flow
backside
cooling

13.56M Hz
RF bias

Fig.30: Diagram of an inductively-coupled plasma source (modified from Unaxis [Unaxis
2003]).

As a consequence of the decrease of electron density lost to the sample surface, a lower DC bias
is typically measured with ICP sources, which also means low damage etching of the sample
surface. A flow of Helium gas under the chuck with typical pressures of 50 torr allows active
cooling of the sample during deep etching.
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3.2.2.2 Etching process for GaAs/AlGaAs

The etching process to transfer the grating coupler into the AlGaAs p-cladding of the
semiconductor structure was developed in collaboration with Unaxis, USA based in SaintPetersburg, FL. The gas chemistry is based on Boron trichloride (BCl3) which dissociates in the
plasma to produce chlorine molecules adsorbed chemically by the AlGaAs/GaAs surface. The
ability of BCl3 to etch the native oxide makes it a good candidate to etch the AlGaAs layer which
tends to oxidize more easily than GaAs [Cooperman 1988]. However it is more difficult to
dissociate BCl3 than Cl2 and produces less reactive Cl molecules. Therefore slower etch rates are
usually found with BCl3-based chemistries but this is not an issue when etching fine features to a
shallow depth like in this work.
BCl3
N2

Ar+
Etch mask

Cl

AsCl3

GaCl3

GaAs
Cl2

Cl

Fig.31: Etching mechanism of GaAs in BCl3/N2/Ar chemistry.
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The ionization of BCl3 was found to be strongly enhanced by the presence of roughly 33% of N2
in the gas composition [Maeda 1998]. The reaction products of the Chlorine molecules with
GaAs and AlGaAs are mainly Gallium and Arsenic Chloride GaCl2, GaCl3, and AsCl3. The
removal process was found to be greatly improved by collisional cascade removal provided by a
flux of heavy argon ions [Balooch 1986]. These processes have been investigated in details and
applied successfully to chemically assisted ion beam etching (CAIBE) of GaAs [Hagberg 1994].
A diagram representing the chemical reaction occurring at the GaAs surface is shown in fig.31.

3.2.2.3 Etching process characterization

The grating coupler features require a very precise control of the etch depth and sidewall profile.
In order to control the feature depth within ±20nm, the etch rate was decreased from the standard
GaAs process by decreasing the RIE power to 60W and decreasing the pressure to 3mT.
Decreasing the pressure reduces the mean path length of electrons in the chamber, decreases the
ionization and therefore decreases the etch rate. It also enhances the etching anisotropy. A
sample patterned by UNAXIS in photoresist on GaAs (100) is used to characterize the etching
process for large features. The important etching parameters are defined in Fig.32. The sample is
mounted on a 4” Silicon wafer with vacuum grease and loaded in the chamber through a loadlock system. The bottom of the etched groove was analyzed using a white light ZYGO
interferometer to control the surface roughness. A root mean square (RMS) roughness of less
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than 1nm was measured. Such a smooth surface is provided by the high density, low energy
plasma which causes very little damage to the features.

Etched Material
Sample size
Mounting
Mask
Feature size
Gas
Flow (sccm)
Pressure
ICP
RIE
Temperature
DC Bias
Etch rate
Selectivity
RMS Roughness

GaAs
~10mmX20mm
4" Si
Photoresist 1.22µm
>10µm
BCL3/N2/Ar
20/5/10
3mT
400W
60W
25 C
~-172V
400nm/mn ±20nm
~2.35:1
<1nm

GaAs
~10mmX20mm
4" Si
ZEP
70nm
BCL3/N2/Ar
20/5/10
3mT
400W
60W
25 C
~-172V
~260nm/mn ±20nm
1:2 (sloped mask)
<1nm

RIE power =60W

AlGaAs
~10mmX20mm
4" Si
ZEP
70nm
BCL3/N2/Ar
20/5/10
3mT
400W
60W
25 C
~-172V
~170nm/mn ±20nm
1:2.5 (sloped mask)
<1nm

RIE power =100W

Fig.32: AlGaAs/GaAs etching process parameters for anisotropic etching of submicron features.
The Zygo profile of the etched GaAs surface shows a very smooth surface (RMS
roughness<1nm) resulting from the high density, low-energy plasma generated by the ICP source
for RIE powers of 60W to 100W.
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We found the etch rate of GaAs to be 33% higher than AlGaAs for short etching time because of
the higher reactivity of Al to produce oxidation, although the use of BCl3 tends to limit the
difference between the two materials [Cooperman 1988]. Note that the selectivity for small
features is hard to define since erodible resist masks such as e-beam resist are removed much
faster on densely packed features due to the pyramidal shape produced by the mask erosion.
Thus the etching selectivity not only depends on the feature width but also on the feature groove
period which makes it difficult to characterize. We experimentally found that for AlGaAs, a ZEP
resist mask thickness of 450nm was enough to obtain vertical sidewalls up to 270nm deep for
features of 140nm. Deeper etching transfers the sloped sidewall to the semiconductor material.
We will see later that we can take advantage of this feature to control the sidewall profile.

3.2.2.4 Soft mask versus hard mask

The transfer of the grating pattern into the semiconductor material requires vertical sidewalls,
accurate depth control, and needs to be repeatable. The patterns were first transferred into
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) from Michrochem corp. because of the resist availability
and robustness. However, PMMA is well-known for its poor dry-etch resistance and showed
selectivity as small as 1:1 for features as large as 2µm during pattern transfer into GaAs. We then
focused on a hard dielectric mask which requires first to etch the pattern into a thin layer of Si3N4
using a reactive ion etcher before transferring the pattern into the semiconductor material.
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Following Lenhman [Lehman 1975] and the recommendations from the team at UNAXIS, a gas
mixture of CHF3 and O2 was used to etch the pattern into the silicon nitride film.

Si3N4

Fig.33: Typical slanted profile in Si3N4 obtained from standard CF4 RIE etching using PMMA
mask. The mask was removed before SEM inspection.

Gas

Flow (Sccm) Pressure

RIE power

Etch rate

CHF3/O2

11/0.8

150W

~50nm/mn

10mT

Fig.34: Etched dielectric sidewalls profile comparison between PMMA (left) and ZEP 520
(right) mask after anisotropic RIE using CHF3 for passivation of the sidewalls.
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Heinecke [Heinecke 1975] first noticed that the addition of hydrogen to CF4 increased selectivity
of SiO2 to S1. He explained that the hydrogen scavenges fluorine to form HF, decreasing
significantly the silicon etch rate compared to pure CF4 by decreasing the fluorine concentration
available. Later, Oehrlein et al. [Oehrlein 1987] showed by surface analysis that the process also
creates a CFx fluorocarbon polymer film that passivates the etched sidewalls and enables very
good anisotropic profiles as well as good SiO2/Si selectivity as opposed to standard CF4/O2
which creates slanted sidewalls by etching the material more isotropically as shown in fig.34.
Also, PMMA was replaced by ZEP520 resist (ZEON corp.) which clears at a much smaller dose
than PMMA and provides a threefold better etch resistance to provide vertical sidewalls as
shown in Fig.34. The SiNH dielectric layer was PECVD grown at 200°C. It is important to note
that the CFx film created by this process prevents long and deep etching without cleaning the
chamber periodically. Although the features in the dielectric layer exhibit many desirable
features including vertical sidewalls and low etch rate, we faced two main problems during the
pattern transfer into the semiconductor material. First, the polymer created by CHF3 greatly
decreased the repeatability of the process by creating nonuniformities during the pattern transfer
into AlGaAs. Secondly, the hard dielectric mask offers a very good etch resistance and
selectivity to AlGaAs (>7:1 for Si3N4 grown at 250°C) which in turn created an effect known as
bowing effect in the semiconductor material as shown in Fig.35. On the other hand, transferring
the pattern using single step lithography eliminates both problems. For this purpose, ZEP 520
resist can be spun at a thickness of 450nm to obtain vertical sidewalls as shown in Fig.35. This
erosion mechanism is well-known and is described for example in [Hagberg 1994].
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Fig.35: SEM of sidewalls profiles obtained using hard (left) and soft mask (right). The erosion of
the soft resist mask compensates for the bowing effect. The drawing is modified from [Hagberg
1994].

3.2.2.5 Aspect ratio dependent etching (ARDE)

The grating features are typically ranging from 25nm to 140nm wide, corresponding to a duty
cycle of roughly 10% to 50% for a 270nm period. This duty cycle variation controls the near-
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field intensity profile of the outcoupled beam, compensating for the standard exponential decay
due to coupling of the guided wave to a leaky wave by the grating coupler. However, the transfer
of these features into the III-V material shows a strong dependence of the feature depth versus
width during the same etching process. This effect, known as RIE lag or aspect ratio dependent
etch (ARDE), has been consistently observed for sub-micron features etched in plasma
chemistries. Gottscho et al. explained this phenomenon by the transport limitation of etching
species due to diffusion processes on the wafer and ion shadowing due to high aspect ratio
features. These explanations are consistent with the observation that this effect is time dependent
since the aspect ratio increases with time [Gottscho 1992]. We characterized the microloading
effect for features ranging from 27nm to 160nm patterned in ZEP resist and etched for 60s in
AlGaAs using the process described in paragraph 3.2.2.3. We observed a linear dependence of
the feature width versus depth, which confirms that the features’ aspect ratio is typically
conserved during the first couple of minutes of etching as shown in Fig.36. This linear equation
will be used to model accurately the near-field profile obtained from a graded strength grating
coupler as demonstrated later in chapter IV. Another phenomenon occurring during transfer of
densely packed lines is called the microloading effect attributed to the depletion of the reactant
concentration due to excessive substrate load [Hedlund 1994]. This effect, unlike ARDE,
depends only on the features density and translates into a decrease of the etching rate of a grating
compared to an isolated line for example. It should therefore be noted that all the data considered
in this work were characterized using at least a few lines to minimize the proximity effect for
patterning as well as the microloading effect for pattern transfer.
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Fig.36: Characterization of aspect ratio dependent etching in AlGaAs using ZEP resist as a mask
(removed before SEM).

3.2.2.6 Grating metallization and substrate antireflection coating

For high power operation, it is important to keep the active region close to the heat sink to
provide better cooling and avoid thermal rollover. It is therefore required to mount the device pside down on the heatsink. In this configuration, light must be extracted through the substrate
and windows must be opened on the n-side contact by lift-off as described earlier. However,
since light is diffracted on both sides of the grating, it is necessary to redirect the light emitted in
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the air towards the substrate. To do so, based on the analysis shown in chapter 2, we followed
Evans et al. who first proposed to cover the grating with quarter wave dielectric layer followed
by a 200nm gold layer as shown in Fig.37. A 63% increase of the device external differential
quantum efficiency was reported using this technique [Evans 1989].

SiNH
PECVD
250°C

RIE
CF4/O2 36/4 sccm
RF power: 100W
Pressure = 40mT

Thermal evaporator
200-250nm Au

Fig.37: Grating coupler metallization scheme.

The dependence of the layer’s index of refraction upon the gas composition was analyzed using a
reflectometer. An uncoated GaAs sample was placed as a reference before samples obtained
from 4, 6, and 8sccm of ammonium (NH3) flow, the other parameters remaining the same. The
results are shown in Fig.38. At a wavelength of 980nm, the higher NH3 gas flow gives an index
of refraction close to 1.79. The reflection coefficient for the multilayer semiconductor structure
with a dielectric film coated on the substrate was derived using equations (2.40) and (2.41).
Considering that light is diffracted by a 270nm period grating, a minimum reflectivity of 6.10-3 is
obtained for TE polarization for a dielectric film of index 1.78 and a thickness of 142nm.
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Consequently all the antireflection dielectric layers we used in this work were deposited using
the highest NH3 flow of 8sccm and the following parameters shown in table 8.
2.00

Gasflow1
Gasflow2
Gasflow3

index of refraction

1.95
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Fig.38: Index of refraction of PECVD grown films versus NH3 gas flow. Gas flow 1=4sccm, gas
flow 2= 6sccm, gas flow 3=8sccm. The lowest reflectivity is obtained for a film of index close to
1.78 which corresponds to 8sccm NH3 gas flow.

Table 8: Process parameters used to deposit SiNH in PECVD chamber provided by Unaxis Inc..

NH3

SH4

N2

Pressure

RIE

Temperature

8sccm

250sccm

650sccm

40mT

25W

250°C

Using a Quintel contact aligner, the dielectric layer was removed from the p-contact by RIE in
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CF4/O2 chemistry at a rate of 100nm/min. A 1µm thick layer of NR7-1000PY was used as a
mask. After cleaning the sample, the devices were then placed inside the chamber of an Edwards
thermal evaporator where a 5nm of Chromium was deposited for adhesion purposes, followed by
a 250nm thick layer of Gold to act as a reflector. An SEM picture shows the cleaved profile of
the grating coupler after metallization. The nonconformal coating of the grooves by the dielectric
layer can be seen on the SEM picture and is known as “breadloaf effect”.

Gold
SiNH
AlGaAs
InGaAs
quantum well

Fig.39: SEM of typical grating profile with high reflection coating. The nonconformal coating of
the dielectric layer produces a “keyhole” feature in the profile which may cause some additional
scattering losses.

This effect represents the nonuniform coating of the SiNH layer which is thinner on the side due
to a shadowing effect during plasma deposition caused by the feature aspect ratio. This keyhole
feature inside the dielectric layer may be overcome by a multiple steps of deposition followed by
Argon ion sputtering to obtain a conformal coating [Kotani 1985]. However, for our application,
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it seems the ideal case would be to fill the semiconductor gap with dielectric material and then
planarize the coating layer before metallization. In this case, the metal layer acts only as a
reflector and does not interfere with the diffraction by the grating coupler. A review of the
limitations of chemical vapor deposition of dielectric films applied to gap-filling of small
features can be found in [Cote 1995]. A low reflection coating can then be integrated on the
substrate by repeating steps 1 and 2 shown in Fig.39. Other optical elements can also be
integrated at this point on the device substrate as we will see in chapter 5.

3.3

Conclusion

We detailed the fabrication steps used to create an efficient grating-coupled semiconductor laser.
The wide variety of features needed on the device requires the understanding of a broad range of
complex equipment processes, ranging from patterning and deposition to etching and
metallization. The process characterization helped to understand the etching mechanisms in
GaAs-based materials. We developed a repeatable process that meets the stringent requirements
on the grating coupler features such as duty cycle, depth and sidewalls profiles. We will now
present the performance results of the devices fabricated using this process. We will show how
the characterization of the fabrication process for small features can improve the device
performance by correcting the near field intensity profile. We will also detail the losses
mechanisms involved in the deice performance to evaluate the grating efficiency and identify the
areas of potential further improvement.
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CHAPTER 4: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We described in chapter 4 the different steps involved in the fabrication of the GCSEL devices
before integration of the backside optical elements. The fabrication process was optimized to
obtain high efficiency and high power surface-emitting devices with improved near-field spatial
beam profiles. The output from such device can then be properly shaped or the efficiency
improved by integrating monolithic optical elements on the substrate as described in chapter 5.
In this chapter, we present the performance characteristics of the GCSEL device before
integration of the second optical element. The quality of the fabrication process is evaluated by
estimating the grating efficiency using an analysis of the various losses mechanisms involved in
limiting the device performance. Also, the impact of replacing a standard cleaved facet mirror by
a low reflectivity detuned grating coupler on the cavity resonator will be highlighted in the case
of the GCSEL device. Then, the effect of replacing both cleaved facets by detuned second order
gratings will be investigated. All the raw data presented to support the performance analysis in
this section was collected by Dr Oleg Smolski, research scientist of the Microphotonics
laboratory.

4.1

Testing set-up

After fabrication, the samples are cleaved with a Dynatec automated cleaver. Some chips are
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tested directly without bonding on a gold-covered plate using a needle probe for measurement of
the light versus current characteristic in pulse regime using a PCX-7410 driver from Directed
Energy. The chip testing is also used to measure the power extracted from the grating side and
substrate side, before AR/HR coatings are integrated, to calculate the grating efficiency as will
be shown in section 4.4.2. For the other testing procedures of the completed device, including
far-field measurements, voltage characteristic and spectrum measurements, the devices are
bonded p-side down on a Beryllium Oxide (BeO) substrate applying Indium (In) solder
performs. Wire bonding is performed on the n-contact to provide uniform current distribution
along the broad area laser stripe. The device temperature is controlled through a thermoelectric
cooler mounted on a copper heatsink. The copper block is cooled by a water flow maintained at
20°C. Optical powers in CW and high power QCW regime are measured with a thermal head
from Ophir. Spectrum measurements are generally performed by coupling light into a multimode
fiber close to the device to capture the entire spectrum despite the spatial dispersion produced by
the grating coupler.

4.2

Low reflectivity GCSEL performance

4.2.1 L-I-V characteristics

The power versus current characteristic curve is obtained by measuring the power from the low
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divergence output coming out of the device substrate impinging directly on an Ophir photodiode
or thermal head. The laser is bonded p-side down. The voltage versus current characteristic is
also controlled using continuous wave pumping of the diode. The grating duty cycle is tapered
on a distance of 80µm from about 15% to 40%. A grating depth of 210nm for the largest duty
cycle was measured by SEM. The substrate is coated with a low reflection dielectric coating.
The low grating reflectivity results in a large ratio between powers measured at the grating side
and the facet which reduces the risk of COD. The device is pumped in quasi-CW conditions with
a pulse width of 500ns at a repetition rate of 1kHz. The measured slope efficiencies for 7 devices
with 2mm long stripes vary from 0.62W/A to 0.71W/A. Devices with 1mm long active region
showed slope efficiencies around 0.58W/A.
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Fig.40: Typical L-I-V curve for a 2mm long, 60µm wide stripe GCSEL with AR dielectric
coating on the substrate.
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Although the differential quantum efficiency is typically inversely proportional to the stripe
length for Fabry-Perot lasers, the GCSEL’s behavior resembles more a single pass gain element
such as a superluminescent diode where the power increases as a function of the device length
due to increased gain. Optimum device length was found to be around 2mm. For longer lengths,
the intra-cavity losses become significant and the device efficiency decreases. The performance
was similar for 100µm and 60µm wide stripe devices although 100µm stripe devices show a
better thermal behavior due to a wider area and lower resistance. When the device is pumped in
continuous wave operation, thermal effects decrease the efficiency of the device significantly
above 1A pumping current. However, the ability to bond the device p-side down still improves
the performance significantly. The device resistance can be derived from the slope of the voltage
versus current curve and shows a typical resistance of 2.5x10-4 Ω.cm2.
Lasing Threshold
M ean = 123m A
Standard deviation = 25m A
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Fig.41: Lasing threshold current densities for 2mm long GCSEls with HR/AR coatings on
grating and substrate respectively. The cleaved facet is left uncoated.
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Due to the high mirror losses α

m

, defined by equation (1.9), introduced by the low reflectivity

mirror and, higher current is required to overcome the cavity losses which results in a higher
lasing threshold than Fabry-Perot lasers. The typical lasing threshold for GCSELs is 123A/cm2
as shown in fig.41. For comparison, 2mm long uncoated facets Fabry-Perot lasers show a lasing
threshold around 70A/cm2. Although the lasing threshold is defined here classically as the
intersection of the L-I curve with the current axis X, the very low mirror reflectivity actually
affects the device lasing behavior and the actual current at which lasing can be properly defined.
The L-I curve around threshold shows a gentle knee, typical of superluminescent diode behavior,
the emission being dominated by amplified spontaneous emission due to the lack of feedback
from one of the resonator’s mirrors.

4.2.2 Analysis of grating performance

A discussion of the performance of the fabricated device involves a detailed analysis of the
losses mechanisms involved in the light extraction. We will show that losses are mainly due to
the substrate absorption, the substrate reflectivity, the grating scattering losses, and the
absorption in the unpumped waveguide. We will then use these parameters to evaluate the
grating efficiency and reflectivity.
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4.2.2.1 Substrate losses

In the proposed device configuration, light is extracted through the GaAs substrate. Although the
emission wavelength is far away from the absorption peak of the material (located at 808nm), the
heavy n-doping of the substrate creates a doping-dependent free carrier absorption that limits the
overall efficiency of the device [Spitzer 1959]. We estimated these losses experimentally by
measuring light transmitted from a GCSEL around 974nm through samples of four different
thicknesses.
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Fig.42: Linear fitting of transmission through n-doped GaAs substrate.

The sample was lapped and polished after each experiment to achieve the desired thickness.
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Assuming a sample of thickness L at normal incidence, the power transmitted through the
substrate is given, assuming multiple reflections can be neglected, by

T=

Pout
= (1 − R)2 . exp(−α sub L)
Pin

(4.1)

where R is the power reflectivity and αsub is the absorption coefficient. The need for accurate
reflectivity measurements is alleviated by measuring samples with different thicknesses. The
absorption coefficient is obtained directly from a linear fitting of the logarithmic curve of the
transmission as shown in Fig.42. The absorption coefficient is estimated at 9cm-1, corresponding
to losses as high as 12% for single pass propagation in a 140µm thick substrate, typical of the
substrates used for this work. The substrate losses must be taken into account to evaluate the
overall grating efficiency.

4.2.2.2 Passive region losses

Another source of concern regarding the ultimate performance of the GCSEL device has been
the absorption caused by the unpumped quantum well. Since light has to propagate into the
passive region to interact with the grating, one has to wonder whether the device efficiency will
be severely affected. From the rather high experimental slope efficiencies measured in Fig.40, it
is clear that the absorption is not quite as high as the predicted 2.103cm-1 absorption coefficient
for InGaAs quantum well [Coldren 1995 p.167]. To investigate this further, we first measured
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slope efficiencies of devices cleaved with 0.5mm and 1mm passive region without grating
integrated. In this case, we are in the familiar case treated by Coldren of a device with an active
region of length La, and a passive region of length Lp as shown in Fig.41. The intracavity
absorption coefficient was derived in Chapter 2 from Fabry-Perot measurements and equals
2.5cm-1. All the other parameters being known, we can derive the passive region absorption loss.
The facets are left uncoated and their reflectivity therefore equals 0.32. From the results of the
FDTD modeling presented in chapter 2, the reflectivity between the active and passive region
can be neglected. By setting the energy generation rate equal to energy loss rate for the above
cavity configuration, it can be shown [Coldren 1995, Appendix no 5, p.456] that the mirror
losses associated with the cavity configuration are given by

αm =

P1 + P3 Γ z ⎛⎜
1
ln⎜
P1 + P2 La ⎝ R1 R2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.2)

Γz is the axial confinement factor defined by the fraction of the energy confined to the active
region. It is important to note that this expression is significantly different from the equation
representing mirror losses in the case of a simple active region configuration as derived in
chapter 1. Using the definition of the external differential quantum efficiency (1.7), one gets

ηd = η i

αm

(4.3)

gth
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where gth describes the total modal gain at threshold. It can also be expressed as a function of the
transverse modal gain g xy to reduce (4.3) to

⎛
1
ln⎜⎜
R1 R2
ηd = η i ⎝
g xy La

⎞
⎟
⎟P +P
⎠ 1
3
P1 + P2

(4.4)

Using the threshold condition applied to the active region only, one gets

⎛ 1
g xy La = α a La + ln⎜
⎜ RR
1 2
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.5)

The power Pi can be calculated accurately by expressing the expressions of the power
circulating inside the cavity.
passive region

active region

P3

P2

P1

R1

z=-La

R 2 = R 3 .e

αa

− 2α p L p

αp

z=0

R3=R1

z=Lp

Fig.43: Device configuration for characterization of passive losses. The exponential gain and
losses are taken into account for the derivation of the external differential efficiency. The
effective reflectivity between active and passive region is neglected.
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In the active region, the power curve for the forward and backward propagating waves are given
by
⎧ +
⎪ Pa ( z ) =
⎨
⎪ P − (z) =
⎩ a

1
R2

((

))

exp g xy − α a z

( (

(4.6)

))

R2 exp − g xy − α a z

Inside the passive region we get
⎧ +
⎪ Pp ( z ) =
⎨
⎪P − (z) =
⎩ p

1
R2

(

exp − α p z

)

(4.7)

( )

R2 exp α p z

where the decay coefficient α p can be expressed as a function of R2 and R3 using the
expression of R2 shown in Fig.43. The power ratio in (4.4) can then be rewritten

[

] [
] [

Pa− ( z = − La ) − Pa+ ( z = − La ) + Pp+ ( z = − Lp ) − Pp− ( z = Lp )
P1 + P3
=
P1 + P2
Pa− ( z = − La ) − Pa+ ( z = − La ) + Pp+ ( z = 0) − Pp− ( z = 0)

[

]

]

(4.8)

The external differential efficiency can then be readily compared to data measured from cleaved
devices and the passive loss coefficient can then be derived. In our case, R1 = R3 = R = 0.32 ,
then (4.3) reduces to
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ηd = η i .

1
1−

(

.

α a La

ln Re− α P LP

)

2
(1 − Re − 2α P LP )
1+
(1 − R ).e −α P LP

(4.9)

Four samples were used experimentally to determine the passive region losses by comparing the
experimental results to the theoretical curves shown below in Fig.44. The loss coefficient is
estimated to be between 2.8 and 5 cm-1. These numbers are fairly close to the losses parameters
measured in the active region. A possible explanation of the relatively small impact of the large
quantum well absorption coefficient on the external differential efficiency can be the red-shift of
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the lasing wavelength observed experimentally (~4nm for 1mm passive region length).
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Fig.44: Theoretical (plot) and experimental (table) external differential efficiency as a function
of passive region loss coefficient αp. The loss coefficient is estimated to be between 2.8 and 5
cm-1.
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By shifting the lasing wavelength outside the band-gap region, the absorption is greatly reduced.
The smaller shift observed for sorter passive region (~1nm for 0.5mm passive length) can also
explain why a larger loss coefficient is observed in that case. In the case of a GCSEL, light is
usually coupled out of the cavity before reaching the facet and therefore the spectrum of a
GCSEL does not typically show the red-shift observed for Lp=1mm. As a consequence, it is
reasonable to model the passive region losses coefficient for the GCSEL by a value close to the
one obtained for the shorter passive region length. A more careful look at the near-field profile as
a function of pumping current reveals that the absorption in the passive region is powerdependent due to the “bleaching” of the carriers involved in the absorption process at high power
levels. In order to quantify experimentally this phenomenon, a GCSEL with a grating depth of
200nm and uniform duty cycle around 40% was fabricated. The slanted sidewalls of the grating
were profiled by SEM and the corresponding outcoupling length was calculated by finitedifference time domain to be around 500microns. In order to take the passive region losses into
account, equation (2.44) that describes the intensity profile decay becomes

I (z) = I 0e

−

z
L out

= I 0e

(

)

− 2 α grating + α P + α s z

(4.10)

where α grating is defined by (2.47) and α s is the saturable absorber parameter. The near-field
intensity profile measured at two different current levels is shown in Fig.45. The exponential
decay measured from near-field data is used to obtain the parameter describing the saturable
absorption of the quantum well by the following empirical formula:
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⎛

α S = α s0 exp⎜⎜ −
⎝

P⎞
⎟
Ps ⎟⎠

(4.11)

where Ps describes the saturation power and α 0s the quantum well absorption coefficient when
no light is propagating in the passive waveguide. This effect may be important for long
outcoupling lengths and low power levels but its impact is reduced for strong grating coupling
and moderate to high power levels due to high peak intensity and fast saturation of the quantum
well when the passive region loss coefficient is negligible with respect to the grating’s decay
coefficient.
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Fig.45: Near-field intensity profiles at different current levels highlighting the saturable
absorption of the quantum well. Weak coupling was obtained with a 200nm deep grating with
low duty cycle to investigate the passive region losses at low power levels more accurately.
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Consequently, we will from now on approximate the passive region losses by the parameter α P
to evaluate the grating efficiency since we consider gratings producing decay coefficients of 100
cm-1.

4.2.2.3 Grating efficiency

In order to evaluate the impact of the several fabrication steps detailed in chapter 3, the device’s
optical performance was also measured after the grating integration, before the high and low
reflection coatings be deposited on the grating and substrate. At this point of the process, light is
diffracted into the air (1) and the substrate (2) as shown in and the grating efficiency can be
derived with fewer unknown variables. Residual light is transmitted through the cleaved facets of
the device (3) and (4). The total output power from the grating can then be written as

Pd = P (1) + P ( 2 )

(4.12)

We call x the directionality of the grating in the air. We take into account multiple reflections
from the superstrate but neglect the grating coupler effect on the superstrate reflectivity. The
total output power from the device is then given by

(

(

Pd
2
2
= η g .η lp . x + (1 − x ).ηls .(1 − Rs ). 1 + η ls . Rs + ηls . Rs + ...
PFP

))

(4.13)

where η g is the grating efficiency and η lp , s represents the losses of the passive region and
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substrate, Rs is the substrate reflectivity. PFP represents the maximum output power extracted
from both facets of an equivalent Fabry-Perot laser and is taken equal to 1.1W/A, or 87%
external differential efficiency. This value was calculated from the measured internal efficiency
of Fabry-Perot lasers, intracavity losses and mirror effective reflectivities. Given the material
losses and the measured power diffracted in the air and in the substrate, one can derive x by

x=

⎛ P (1) ∞ s
. η l . Rs
(2) ∑
⎝ P k =0

(

η ls .(1 − Rs ).⎜⎜

)

⎛P
1 + η ls .(1 − Rs ).⎜⎜ ( 2 ) .∑ η ls . Rs
⎝ P k =0
(1)

∞

(

(

∞

− ∑ η ls . Rs

2k

)

2k + 1

k =0

)

2k

∞

(

− ∑ η ls . Rs

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

)

2k + 1

k =0

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(4.14)

The grating efficiency can then be estimated as a function of the losses in the passive region and
the substrate. The losses due to the passive region absorption can be approximated by

η lp = e

− α p Lout

(4.1)

while the losses in the substrate for single-pass propagation are given by

η ls = e −α d

(4.2)

s

where d is the substrate thickness equal to 140µm and α s is 9 cm-1 so ηls = 0.88 . An energy
balance calculation shows that the light diffracted by the grating can be summed to a total of
0.93W/A or an external differential efficiency of 75%. The grating has a 55% duty cycle, 275nm
depth corresponding to a decay coefficient around 100 cm-1.
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Fig.46: Typical optical power measured from the various device outputs before integration of the
grating and substrate coatings. The power measured at output #3 is negligible. The grating duty
cycle varies from 20% to 55% on 80µm for a maximum depth of 275nm.

This value is valid for gratings with uniform duty cycle. However, for gratings where duty cycle
is varied on a distance of 80µm, the effective interaction length used to evaluate the passive
region losses is increased roughly by a factor of 2 to include both rising and decaying fields. The
passive region loss α P is taken to be 4 cm-1 and the outcoupling length is measured around
50µm for a grating with uniform duty cycle. One can then derive the grating efficiency from
(4.13). The results are shown in table 9 for three different gratings.
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Table 9: Grating efficiency versus fabrication methods and grating parameters. The grating
efficiency is estimated using an analysis of the losses mechanisms.

Patterning tool/resist

NPGS/ZEP EBPG/ZEP

EBPG/ZEP

Etching mask

SiNH

ZEP

ZEP

Grating duty cycle

30%

55%

20-55%

Grating depth

220nm

275nm

210-275nm

Grating decay α grating

60cm-1

100cm-1

~0-100cm-1

Grating Output Power (P(1)+P(2)) (W/A)

0.27+0.29

0.5+0.39

0.44+0.49

Grating Efficiency

60%

92%

99.7%

Only the best measurements out of several devices are represented. A 50% efficiency
improvement was therefore obtained by optimizing the patterning and etching methods to
produce more uniform gratings and decrease the scattering losses. This may explain the drop in
efficiency observed by some research groups when the grating coupler is multiplexed with beam
shaping elements. Such a combination harms the grating uniformity and increases feedback
inside the cavity, which in turn affects the device efficiency [Modh 2002]. An additional
improvement is obtained by varying the duty cycle linearly to decrease the impedance mismatch
between the active and passive region.
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4.2.2.4 Estimation of grating effective reflectivity

The grating effective reflectivity can be experimentally estimated from measurements of the
output power. The power Pg at the entrance of the passive region can be derived from (4.13) if
we assume that the end facet of the laser resonator is located at the beginning of the grating and
is therefore taken to be 1.06W for 1A of pumping current. The grating reflectivity is so small that
the effect of its variations on the theoretical power Pg is small and is neglected in our analysis.
The grating effective reflectivity can then be calculated using [Coldren 1995, p. 78]

Pg
P ( 4)

⎛ R( 4 ) ⎞
⎟
=⎜
⎜ R ⎟
⎝ g ⎠

1/ 2

⎛ 1 − Rg ⎞
⎟
⋅ ⎜⎜
(4) ⎟
−
1
R
⎝
⎠

(4.17)

which can be rewritten
2
⎡
⎛ Pg 1 − R ( 4 ) ⎞ ⎛ Pg 1 − R ( 4 ) ⎞ ⎤⎥
⎢
⎟ − ⎜ (4) ⋅
⎟
Rg = 1 + ⎜⎜ ( 4 ) ⋅
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎢
P
2 R(4) ⎠ ⎝ P
2 R(4) ⎠⎥
⎝
⎦
⎣

2

(4.18)

Using this technique the effective grating reflectivity for several devices was estimated and the
results shown in table 10. The effective reflectivity obtained from experimental data is on the
order of magnitude of the theoretical reflectivity presented in chapter 2 and references presented
therein. The detuned grating coupler is therefore capable of providing very low effective
reflectivity that may not be readily achievable by standard anti-reflection coating without using
complex multiple coatings schemes. Gratings with graded duty cycle consistently show lower
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reflectivity than gratings fabricated with uniform duty cycle given that the scattering losses at the
interface between the passive and active region are minimized by the tapering of the grating
coupling coefficient.

Table 10: Effective grating reflectivity estimated from the facet output power measurements. All
the other device parameters are identical. The power at the beginning of the grating Pg is
assumed to be 1.1W for all devices at 1A of pumping current.

Substrate coating

NO

NO

YES

NO

HR grating coating

NO

NO

YES

YES

Grating duty cycle

55%

20-55%

20-55%

20-55%

Facet output P ( 4 ) (W/A)

0.04

0.02

0.018

0.17

Effective reflectivity Rg

9.1x10-4

2.3x10-4

1.9x10-4

1.6x10-2

Another important conclusion is that the high reflection coating does not seem to influence the
effective reflectivity significantly, a fact confirmed by the similar lasing threshold values
obtained from devices with and without high reflection coating. However, devices with high
reflection coating and no substrate coating exhibit much higher reflectivities, as high as 2x10-2.
This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that a significant part of the light reflected by the
substrate is coupled back inside the cavity by the grating coupler and cannot be transmitted
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through the grating coupler into the air because of the gold layer used for the high reflection
coating.

4.2.3 Spectral characteristics

In order to measure the spectrum emission of the device, a multimode fiber is placed close to the
facet output to collect light from the device and connected to a grating-based optical spectrum
analyzer. The low reflectivity mirror created by the grating coupler prevents feedback inside the
cavity. For low currents, the emission is therefore broad with a full-width half-maximum
bandwidth approaching 8nm at 400mA produced by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
mechanism, similar to the behavior observed for a superluminescent diode as shown in Fig.47.
Such behavior was observed in 1973 by Lee and al. when feedback was suppressed by leaving
part of the device unpumped [Lee 1973]. At higher current levels, enough feedback is provided
by the cleaved facet so that stimulated emission becomes the main emission mechanism.
Multiple longitudinal modes can be observed due to the several spatial modes supported by the
broad area stripe and the lack of wavelength selective element inside the cavity. For some
devices with shallow grating depth of 200nm and below, a red-shift is observed at lasing due to
the absorption in the passive region of the grating. In that case, lasing occurs due to the feedback
coming from the residual light not coutcoupled by the grating coupler and reflected by the
cleaved facet.
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Fig.47: Typical normalized spectrum for a 2mm long GCSEL as a function of pumping current.
The resolution of the spectrum analyzer for this measurement is 0.2nm. The pulse width is 500ns
and the repetition rate is 1kHz.

The ripples seen on the spectrum are due to reflections between the grating and the substrate
coated with the low reflection dielectric coating and correspond to a modulation of period around
0.8nm for a 150µm thick substrate. We will show later in this chapter that a broad spectrum can
be obtained at high currents by using a second grating coupler instead of a cleaved facet.
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4.2.4 GCSEL Near field and far-field intensity profiles

4.2.4.1 Near field intensity profile

A clear advantage of the grating coupler is the ability to reshape the mode guided in the
semiconductor structure in the direction of the stripe to enhance the coupling to optical
waveguides for instance. By controlling the groove features along the grating as described in
chapter 3, it is possible to modify the coupling coefficient locally and overcome the traditional
exponential decay produced by a uniform grating described by (2.49). We showed that grating
duty cycle and depth are strongly coupled through the ARDE effect for submicron features. This
coupling strongly affects the grating attenuation coefficient and eventually the near-field
intensity profile. In our case, this effect plays in our favor and needs to be exploited. Indeed, if
the grating depth was constant, a simple variation of the grating duty cycle would require duty
cycle close to 1% (~3nm feature) to obtain proper decrease of the coupling coefficient to obtain a
slowly rising intensity profile [Touam 1997]. Such features cannot be readily achieved today,
even by the newest e-beam tools. Instead, the automatic decrease of the coupling coefficient
through coupling between grating duty cycle and depth produces quasi-symmetric near-field
profiles while relaxing the requirements on the feature size. A comparison between the variations
of the grating decay coefficient α with and without ARDE is shown in Fig.48.
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Fig.48: Effect of ARDE on grating decay coefficient α. The coupling between grating depth and
linearly increasing duty cycle produces a slow rising coupling coefficient which produces nearly
symmetric near-field intensity profile.

The attenuation coefficient was obtained by the perturbation technique. The coupling between
duty cycle and grating depth was modeled using the formula obtained from experimental data
presented in chapter 3. The derivation of the ideal attenuation coefficient α needed to obtain a
Gaussian output intensity profile can be found in chapter 6. Based on these observations, we
fabricated devices for which grating duty cycle, measured with a scanning electron microscope,
was tailored from 20% to 55% by controlling a three pass line exposure dose on the first 80
micron of the grating coupler. The rest of the grating was exposed with a constant exposure dose
of 390µC/cm2. After completion of the remaining fabrication steps, the device was mounted pside down for testing. The near field intensity profile was measured by focusing a CCD camera
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on the device substrate using a 10X zoom. Devices from the same batch were fabricated with
uniform gratings exposed at 390µc/cm2 for reference. The two profiles are shown in Fig.49 to
highlight the impact of the duty cycle variation on the near-field intensity profile.
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Fig.49: Experimental near-field intensity profiles from gratings with uniform versus graded duty
cycle. The duty cycle is varied from 20% to 55%, the grating depth varies accordingly from
210nm to 275nm.

The grating duty cycle versus depth profile was used to model the expected near-field intensity
profile by the finite-difference time domain technique outlined in Chapter 2. The grating length
was set to 200µm. The vertical component of the pointing vector, derived at the grating plane,
was used to compare the predicted versus measured profile as shown in Fig.50. The graded duty
cycle region is properly modeled by the FDTD technique as well as the exponential decay in the
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uniform duty cycle region. The spikes observed in the FDTD profile correspond to the
discontinuities introduced by the sampling of the duty cycle variation profile.
Experiment
FDTD

1.2
1.0

I (A.U.)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0

50

100
150
Z (microns)

200

250

Fig.50: Near-field intensity profile obtained by finite-difference time domain compared to
texperimental data.

The intermediate region discrepancy may be due to grating nonuniformities or filamentation
observed in the 2D profile. A complete 2D near-field intensity profile can then be obtained by
convoluting the longitudinal profile obtained by finite-difference time domain by the transverse
profile obtained by the self-consistent model of the cavity described in chapter 2. The result is
shown in Fig.51. The self-consistent model was run for 19 round-trip loops with a grating
reflectivity of 10-4 and a cleaved facet reflectivity of 0.32 at a current of 1A. The intensity was
averaged over the 5 last loops. The model predicts the propagation of filaments observed
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experimentally in the 2D near-field profiles shown in Fig.49. and can be used to model other
contact geometries that will maintain a single spatial transverse mode for elevated currents.

X µm
Z µm

X µm
Z µm

Fig.51: Intensity profile modeling of a 2mm long, 60 µm wide GCSEL inside the active region
(left) and along the grating (right) for 1A pumping current.

4.2.4.2 Far-field profile

The far-field profile of the device is measured by placing a diffuser with a ruler grid at a
distance of 20cm above the device substrate. The image of the output beam on the diffuser is
imaged on a CCD camera. The full-width half maximum of the intensity profile is used to
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determine the beam far-field divergence as shown in Fig.52.

output angle (Θ ):
FWHM (Y:perpendicular to junction):
FWHM ( X:parallel to junction):

16.7 degrees
3.2 degrees
12.5 degrees
Far-Field data

Θ

S9#3-2 (n grat out)
(CW 500mA)

Intensity, a.u.

X:
• Spatial Multimode
Y:
• Wavelength Dispersion
• Substrate Roughness

n contact
-25.0

-15.0
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25.0

angle, degree

AR coating
X:parallel to junction
Y:perpendicular to junction

Fig.52: Far-field profile of 2mm GCSEL at 600mA CW pumping current. The divergence angle
in the X direction is affected by the multimode behavior of the broad area device while the
amplified spontaneous emission bandwidth controls the divergence angle in the Y direction.

The relatively broad divergence in the X direction perpendicular to the stripe is caused by the
multimode behavior of the broad stripe device. The divergence in the longitudinal direction is
mainly due to spatial dispersion introduced by the grating coupler. Several longitudinal modes as
well as the ASE background, seen in Fig.52 for I=600mA, contribute to the wider far-field angle.
However, the device still produces a threefold improvement over standard Fabry-Perot devices
divergence which is typically ~7°X35°. The far-field profile could be made more symmetric by
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choosing an alternative geometry such as tapered electrodes or master oscillator power amplifier
configuration that can maintain the single transverse mode profile stability [Parke 1993].

4.2.5 High peak power performance

S12#18-13 (n grat out)
(200nsec pulse)
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Fig.53: High peak power operation of a 2mm GCSEL. Maximum power is limited by
catastrophic optical damage occurring on the uncoated cleaved facet.

The large difference between the residual power measured through the cleaved facet and power
measured from the grating side increases greatly the level at which these devices can be operated
before reaching catastrophic optical damage. A 2mm long device was tested in high pumping
current conditions using a pulse current driver from Directed Energy LDX-100 capable of
delivering currents a high as 100A with pulses as low as 50ns. The testing was carried out with
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pulses of 200ns at a repetition rate of 2kHz. An output power of 25W was obtained for a current
of 50A, as shown in Fig.53, using a thermal detector from Ophir. The device tested produces a
slope efficiency of 0.67W/A. Higher power may be obtained by coating the cleaved facet with a
standard high-reflection dielectric coating. It is then expected that other degradation mechanisms
than COD, such as electrical breakdown or thermal rollover, may limit the performance of the
device around 50W peak power.

4.3

Crossed-beam superluminescent diode (X-SLD).

We showed in section 2 of this chapter that the integration of a detuned grating forces the diode
to operate in a superluminescent mode at low pumping current levels. This feature is caused by
the low reflectivity produced by the grating coupler which suppresses feedback inside the cavity.
At moderate current levels, the feedback from the cleaved facet produces enough feedback to
create some lasing oscillations and the stimulated emission process overcomes the amplified
spontaneous mechanism. By suppressing the cleaved facet and replacing it with a detuned
grating coupler, it is expected that the amplified spontaneous emission mechanism can be
maintained for higher pumping current and broad spectrum emission can be obtained for high
power operation. This feature is also desirable for optical amplifiers applications. Besides, since
negative detuning is used for the grating period, the two output beams can be combined a few
mm above the device in a single spatial beam as shown in Fig.54. This feature is a net advantage
for the X-SLD from standard superluminescent diodes typically based on flared geometries with
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high divergence [Du 2003].

AR coating

GaAs
substrate
InGaAs
Quantum Well

I (A)

Nonresonnant
grating coupler
Dielectric + Metal

Fig.54: Schematic of the crossed-beam superluminescent diode (X-SLD). The low reflectivity
nonresonnant gratings prevent lasing oscillation in the cavity. The grating is metallized to
increase efficiency through the substrate.

4.3.1 Device performance

Devices with 2mm active length, 100 micron wide stripe, were cleaved and bonded p-side down
on Berylium Oxide heat sink. After wire-bonding, the device was tested in quasi-continuous
conditions with a 500µs pulse at 100Hz repetition rate. The thermoelectric cooler temperature
was maintained at 20°C. A thermal detector was placed at 4.7mm above the device where the
beams from the two grating couplers overlap. The measured slope efficiency was 0.49W/A and
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showed a gentle slope around threshold characteristic of amplified spontaneous emission
behavior as shown in Fig.55.
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Fig.55: L-I curve of a 2mm X-SLD. The bandwidth of the device remains approximately
constant up to the apparition of the lasing oscillations above 4A.

The spectrum was measured by collecting the light diffracted into a multimode fiber connected
to a HP86142B optical spectrum analyzer. The resolution was set to 0.1nm. The full width half
maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of the device was measured to be above 10nm for currents up to
4A. Lasing oscillations were not visible before pumping currents up to 4A. Even for higher
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currents where lasing lines were observed, a wide spectrum was still present due to the poor
quality of the resonator and the spatial multimode behavior of the device. Thermal effects started
to affect the device efficiency around a current of 4A. In continuous wave operation the slope
efficiency was measured around 0.41W/A. In the direction parallel to the junction between
active and passive region, the full width half maximum (FWHM) far field divergence angle of
the beam is mainly controlled by the aspect ratio of the diode stripe and is given by [Lee 1973]
⎛

⎡

⎝

⎣

⎛W
⎝ L

θ // FWHM = 2. sin − 1 ⎜⎜ neff . sin ⎢tan − 1 ⎜

⎞ ⎤ ⎞⎟
⎟⎥ ⎟
⎠⎦ ⎠

(4.19)

where W is the stripe width, L is the stripe length, and neff is the effective index of the guided
mode. The calculated theoretical value of 19 degrees is in good agreement with the measured
data shown in Fig.56. In the direction perpendicular to the junction, the beam divergence
depends upon the emission spectrum bandwidth by the classic equation

θ ⊥ FWHM =

∆λFWHM
Λ cos(θ − 1 )

(4.20)

where ∆λ FWHM is the FWHM bandwidth, Λ is the grating period, and θ −1 is the output angle for
the -1 diffracted order in the air. The material and modal dispersion has been neglected. This
angle is 2.2 degrees for a 10nm bandwidth at 1A pumping current while it reaches 7 degrees at
low amplification level for 300mA pumping current as shown in Fig.56. The beam profile was
captured by a charge-coupled camera. The divergence for the beam coming from a single grating
was measured to be around 20° by 7° in the direction parallel (X) and perpendicular (Y) to the
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grating lines respectively. The overlapping spot shows FWHM diameters of 0.8mm and 2.3mm
respectively in the X and Y direction with bell-shaped intensity profiles.
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Fig.56: Spatial profile of the overlapped beams captured at 4.7mm above the 2mm long device
for 300mA pumping current.

4.3.2 Influence of stripe geometry on device performance

The performance of the X-SLD can be explained by a first order model of superluminescent
diode as first described in [Lee 1973]. Unlike standard laser diodes where strong feedback from
the facet creates a fast gain saturation and abrupt transition from spontaneous emission to
stimulated emission mechanism, superluminescent diodes present a region of linear small signal
gain where the power P for the forward and backward propagating waves inside the cavity
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follows an exponential dependence upon current described by the first order differential equation

dP ±
= ± (Γg − α i )P + P0
dz

(4.21)

where Γ is the quantum well confinement factor, g is the small signal gain proportional to the
current density, α i the internal losses coefficient. P0 is the spontaneous emission power coupled
into the waveguide for an infinitesimal length dz defined as
⎛ hν
P0 = η sp ⎜⎜
⎝ q

⎞ I
⎟⎟. .β
⎠ L

(4.22)

where I / q defines the number of injected electrons, η sp is the spontaneous emission efficiency,
L the device length, and β the ratio of spontaneous power coupled into the waveguide versus

the total emitted spontaneous emitted power. Thus, after integration over the length of the device
L, one gets

P ± (z = L) =

(

)

P0
e (Γg −α i ). L − 1
(Γg − α i )

(4.23)

For a given current density, the power at the grating input therefore increases as a function of the
device length for a given current density. This trend was verified experimentally by measuring
the L-I curves of devices featuring the exact same grating parameters but with various active
region lengths 1mm, 2mm, and 4mm shown in Fig.57. This trend is also seen in the external
differential efficiency which is typical of amplified spontaneous emission mechanism, unlike
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laser diodes for which the external differential efficiency decreases as a function of the active
length due to gain saturation and intracavity losses. The only drawback associated with
extending the device length is the spectral narrowing of the emission bandwidth that is typically
observed.
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Fig.57: Peak power as a function of current density (left) and differential quantum efficiency for
various cavity lengths of 1mm, 2mm, and 4mm (right).

The 4mm device typically shows a FWHM bandwidth of 5nm versus 10nm for a 2mm device
and up to 30nm for a 1mm long device with similar current density around 1.6kA/cm2 as shown
in Fig.58. Streifer and al. analyzed the coupling of spontaneous emission into the longitudinal
modes of a diode laser and proposed a simple definition of the spectral envelope above threshold
by [Streifer 1982]
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∆ λ ≈ ∆λ h

Ps
P

(4.24)

where ∆λh is the homogeneous spontaneous linewidth, P is the output power, and Ps is the
saturation power. Ps is proportional to the resonator reflectivity and the stripe geometry through

β [Lee 1982]:
⎛1− R⎞
Ps ∝ W .⎜
⎟ .β
⎝ R ⎠

(4.25)

where β is defined as the ratio of spontaneous power coupled into the waveguide versus the
total emitted spontaneous emitted power. In an X-SLD or any similar superluminescent device,
all the power emitted isotropically by spontaneous emission and captured by the waveguide will
be amplified and will contribute to the emission output.

β ≈

⎛W ⎞
sin(θ c )tan − 1 ⎜ ⎟
π
⎝ L⎠
1

(4.26)

where θ c is the critical angle defined by the gain-guided index difference, W is the stripe width
and L is the device length. Since the saturation power therefore increases while the stripe aspect
ratio decreases, devices with short length and wide stripe will produce broader emission
bandwidth as seen in Fig.58. Note that, following (4.24), the FWHM bandwidth is inversely
proportional to the output power and for similar current density, the output power is greater for
longer device length. From (4.25), it is also clear that low reflectivity from the grating coupler
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increases the FWHM bandwidth of the device which mathematically translates the fact that the
lack of feedback prevents an efficient stimulated emission process to occur.
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Fig.58: Spectrum of a 1mm, 2mm and 4mm long X-SLD for a current density of 1.66kA/cm2.
The current pulse width is 500nS, repetition rate of 1kHz. The coeffieicnt β can then be derived
geometrically and is given by [Zhao 1999].

For standard laser diodes where light is produced by lasing oscillations, only the spontaneous
power emitted along the path of the oscillation modes will contribute to the emission and the
ratio of spontaneous power coupled to lasing modes decreases when the device width increases.
However, for superluminescent devices such as the X-SLD, as long as there are no oscillations,
more spontaneous power is amplified and contributes to the output power as the device width
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increases. Consequently, the device efficiency will increase as a function of the device width.
Experimentally 10µm wide stripe devices showed efficiency on average around 8 times lower
than 100 micron wide stripes devices for 1mm device length. However, we observed little
differences between devices of 60µm and 100µm. A possible explanation is that for device
widths larger than 60µm, the amount of spontaneous emission contributing to the emission
output tends to saturate as the geometrical angle of rays emitted from inside the cavity becomes
larger than the critical angle and therefore is not coupled outside the waveguide. Similar
reasoning can be applied to predict the far-field beamwidth as a function of the stripe geometry
[lee 1973].

4.3.3 High peak power performance

The greater efficiency obtained from a 4mm device makes the X-SLD a very good candidate for
high power applications. The corresponding device resistance decreases as the p-contact area
increases. Consequently, the corresponding current-induced heating produced at high power
levels and potentially reducing thermal effects. We therefore decided to test a 4mm long device,
60µm long device with a pulse width of 100ns and repetition rate of 5kHz. The electrical pulse
was monitored using an oscilloscope to watch for pulse distortions during the peak power
measurements. A maximum peak power of 32 W was obtained for a pumping current of 61 A.
However, at this current level, many lasing oscillations can be observed. Unlike the GCSEL
device with uncoated cleaved facet, no optical damage was observed on the device with two
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grating couplers due to the large emitting area of the grating couplers used to replace the facet.
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Fig.59: High current performance of a 4mm long device with two grating couplers. Thermal
effects limit the power to 32W for 60A current. The large grating coupler emitting area
eliminates catastrophic optical mirror damage. Above 3.5A, many lasing oscillations can be
observed.

4.4

Conclusion

We analyzed the GCSEL device performance using a detailed analysis of the losses related to the
substrate free-carrier absorption and losses in the passive region. We used this analysis to
quantify the grating efficiency to demonstrate that the fabrication process developed for this
dissertation produces grating efficiency as high as 98.5%. We showed that when the grating
decay coefficient is close to the passive region loss coefficient, one must take into account a
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power-dependent loss effect that may be used for saturable absorber purposes. When the grating
decay coefficient is large compared to the passive region loss coefficient, good agreement is
found with finite-difference time domain modeling used to predict the improved near-field
intensity profile produced by gratings with graded duty cycle. A complete 2D profile of the
device showing the impact of the broad area stripe on the transverse mode quality was obtained
using a self-consistent model that also provided insight about the device behavior by showing a
single pass gain intensity pattern inside the GCSEL cavity. A comparison between output power
from the facet and the grating side was used to evaluate the low grating effective reflectivity and
confirms the predicted theoretical value of 1-5x10-4. The ultra-low reflectivity of the grating
coupler was used to suppress feedback inside the cavity by replacing both facets by grating
couplers. The feedback suppression produces broad spectrum emission characteristic of
superluminescent diode. An analysis of the device performance versus stripe geometry
confirmed that the device works as a single pass gain element. The X-shaped output beam
coming out of the device can be used in the overlapping area without collimating optics. This
novel superluminescent device can produce up to 1.5W QCW with 11nm bandwidth [Vaissie
2004(a)] with a 2mm long active length. No lasing oscillations are observed until around 3.5A.
Also, the large emitting area enabled high peak power of 32 W without COMD from a 4mm
device with a current of 60A. In summary, we have fabricated high efficiency surface emitting
devices by integrating high quality and very low reflectivity grating couplers with semiconductor
diodes. The surface-emitting devices produce a good quality, high efficiency and high power
beam through the device substrate. We will now investigate how the integration of a second
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optical element on the device backside can further improve the device beam profile, efficiency,
or functionality.
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CHAPTER 5: INTEGRATION OF BACKSIDE OPTICAL ELEMENT

The device configuration presented in the previous chapter enables the integration of a second
passive optical element on the diode substrate to further improve the performance of the device.
In this chapter, we demonstrate the monolithic integration of three different elements as
examples of the versatility of the proposed device configuration. The first element is a refractive
lens used to reshape the beam at 1mm above the device suitable for efficient coupling to
multimode fibers. The second element demonstrates how the device efficiency can be greatly
improved by fabricating a tapered subwavelength antireflection coating on the GaAs substrate.
Finally we present the integration of a fan-out element to demonstrate that beam-shaping
functions can be monolithically integrated on the device substrate without creating additional
feedback inside the cavity and affecting the device performance.

5.1

Monolithic lens integration by focused ion beam (FIB)

Recently several research efforts focused on integrating beam-shaping elements with laser diodes
to avoid the cost and alignment process of external optics. For example, the integration of a lens
on the end facet of an edge-emitting laser diode was recently demonstrated using focused-ion
beam etching [Rashed 2002] and deposition [Fu 2002]. However the end facet integration is not
suitable for low cost wafer-based fabrication. Other devices based on a single beam-shaping
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element in VCSEL’s have been introduced for low power applications [Martinsson 1999]. For
moderate to high power, in-plane laser configuration must be used. Multiplexed grating schemes
have been demonstrated through the use of grating-coupled semiconductor lasers for beam
shaping and splitting applications [Eriksson 1997]. However, one major disadvantage of the
multiplexed grating coupler is that the dislocated grating creates a high level of feedback into the
laser cavity which leads to increased filamentation resulting in severe wavefront distortion of the
output beam [Modh 2002]. In order to minimize the feedback into the cavity, the beam shaping
function must be decoupled from the grating. The solution to this is to couple the diffracted light
through the substrate and out of the opposite side. In this approach the device substrate is used to
integrate the beam shaping optical element separately from the outcoupling element. The
integration of a bifocal refractive lens on a laser diode substrate was first proposed by Liau and
al. [Liau 1990]. In this work, light was directed towards the substrate by a 45 degree mirror
etched on the p-side of the device. The problem with such a configuration is twofold. First, the
mirror angle needs to be controlled very accurately since the high substrate index of refraction
amplifies greatly any deviation from the 45 degree mirror into deviations of the output angle
[Stegmüller 1991]. Secondly, the mirror does not compensate for the beam divergence and the
integrated lens function must be bifocal to collimate the beam in the longitudinal and transverse
directions without possibility of focusing the output beam. These drawbacks are eliminated if a
grating coupler is used to decrease the divergence and circularize the output beam as shown in
chapter 4. We present in this section the integration of a 40 level refractive lens on the GaAs
substrate of a grating-coupled surface emitting device [Vaissie 2003].
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5.1.1 Lens fabrication

In this section, we describe the fabrication of a multilevel refractive lens using direct milling
focused ion beam (FIB) on the GaAs substrate of a GCSEL device. The FIB tool is based on a
liquid metal ion source from which Gallium (Ga) ions are extracted. The ions are accelerated by
a high voltage of 30kV. The details of the column of a FEI 200 tool similar to the one used for
our work is shown in Fig.60. The sample can be placed at eucentric height so that the center of
the image is not shifted when the sample is tilted.

Fig.60: Focused ion beam FEI 200TEM column showing milling and imaging mechanisms
(source Alan Kubis, University of Virginia).
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The collision of the Gallium ions with the sample produces secondary electrons and ions as well
as neutral species. The ions are implanted inside the material while atoms are removed from the
sample by sputtering. The addition of gas through a needle placed close to the sample can
improve the etching rate and roughness by producing chemical assisted ion beam milling.
However this option was not available for our work and therefore the etching mechanism is pure
sputtering. The advantage of the FIB tool is it can use direct-writing technique by scanning the
beam across the sample without the need for masking techniques as in standard
photolithography. The pattern is designed using custom-made software written by Waleed
Mohammed from the Microphotonics group at the College of Optics and Photonics. The
multilevel refractive lens is fabricated using an additive milling technique. This technique
depends on the quantization of the optical element surface into several discrete levels of specific
heights. Each level can be represented by basic geometrical shapes or a more complicated stream
file. The basic geometrical shapes are rings and circles. For a spherical lens of desired focal
length f, the depth of the structure is given by

δ = R − R 2 − (W / 2) 2

(5.1)

where W is the diameter of the lens and R is the radius of curvature that equals (n-1)f , n being
the refractive index of the material. Fig.61 shows the quantization of the lens surface into N
levels of equal heights δi = δ/N. The radius of each level is calculated from

ri =

R 2 − ( R − ( N − i )δ i )2 , i ∈ Ν ,

(5.2)
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The fabrication procedure starts by milling a ring of inner radius equal to rN-1 and depth of δ1.
The outer radius should be greater than or equal to W/2. Next, a concentric ring of inner diameter
of rN-2 and the same outer radius is milled to the same depth. The process repeats till the N rings
are milled to the desired depth. In this configuration, each ring is conveniently milled at the same
depth which translates into the same milling time per surface unit being attributed to each level.
However, the inner ring diameter varies for each level. This may result in non-uniform curvature
of the lens since the center of the lens is not milled. This flat center may be to blame for the 4λ
defocus aberration shown in Fig.61.

Fig.61: Quantization of the lens for fixed depth increment.

The lens fabricated for this work was milled in GaAs with a 7nA Ga+ ion beam at a rate of
0.41µm3/nA/s, in agreement with previously published work [Young 1990]. The multi-level lens
was fabricated by milling forty rings with different inner diameters as explained in Fig.61. A
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white light ZYGO profilometer was used to determine the curvature and estimate the aberrations
of the lens as shown in Fig.62. The curvature corresponds to a 1mm focal length with a 3.5µm
sag.

+1.523 micron

40 level Microlens

n-type contact
GaAs substrate

-2.0266 micron

From 36 term Zernike fit
Aberration
Magnitude Angle (deg.)
TILT
0.662λ
91
FOCUS
-4.432λ
ASTIGMATISM 0.236λ
-33
COMA
1.010λ
-88
SPHERICAL
-0.513λ

Fig.62: SEM picture of the device substrate with the integrated microlens and 3D white light
interferometer profile of the fabricated lens.

5.1.2 Device performance

The lens was integrated on a first generation device for which overall efficiency and performance
was lower than the devices presented in chapter 4. The laser diode material was MOCVD grown
AlGaAs-GaAs graded index structure with a single 6nm thick InGaAs quantum well for an
emission wavelength around 970 nm. The broad area gain stripe is 100 microns wide by 2mm
long. A 100nm thick Si3N4 layer was deposited on the p-doped surface to be used as a mask to
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transfer the pattern. The 275nm period grating was then patterned in Poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) using EBMF Leica/Cambride 10.5/CS electron-beam lithography system at the Cornell
Nanofabrication Facility at 40kV and 1nA current. The pattern was successively transferred into
the Si3N4 layer with a Reactive Ion Etcher and into the laser diode with an Electron Cyclotron
Resonance (ECR) plasma etcher using Chlorine-based chemistry. After the grating was
fabricated, the wafer was thinned and an n-electrode was patterned on the backside. Lift-off
technique was used to open a non-metallized window on the substrate side allowing the transfer
of the second optical element. The wafer was then cleaved and the devices were tested p-side
down under quasi-continuous conditions (pulse width of 500 ns at 1 kHz). A CCD camera and a
10X zoom were used to characterize the near field intensity profile on the substrate side for
accurate placement of the lens. A FIB inspection showed the uniform grating duty cycle was
around 20% and the depth 240nm. No high reflection coating was deposited on this device. The
near-field intensity profile showed a typical exponential decay with a measured outcoupling
length around 160µm. The device was tested at 1A with a pulse width of 500ns at 1kHz
repetition rate. First, an image of the lens was taken and used for calibration purposes. Then the
device and probe were translated vertically and images were recorded by focusing on a fixed 0.5
micron grain size diffuser, located at the initial position of the lens. Density filters were used to
avoid saturation of the CCD camera. Recorded images were normalized and full width half
maximum contours were calculated. The effect of the lens on the full width half maximum of
the longitudinal intensity profile (X) and two corresponding dimensional plots are shown in
Fig.63.
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Fig.63: Full-width half-maximum variation of the intensity profile with respect to distance from
the lens (left). The four level contour images captured with (bottom right) and without the lens
(top right) after 1mm propagation illustrate the focusing effect of the fabricated microlens.

The experiment confirms that the lens has a 1mm focal length, similar to what was calculated
from the profile measurements. The output beam profile shows a twofold reduction of the
longitudinal full width half maximum 1mm away from the lens. A 2D Fresnel propagation kernel
was used to propagate the exponential amplitude profile coupled out of the grating through a lens
using the profile obtained from the Zygo measurements. The results confirm the location of the
focal length 1mm above the device substrate. A fair comparison between experimental and
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theoretical results is made more difficult by the asymmetry of the beam profile which affects the
calculation of the FWHM intensity diameter as well as the multiple longitudinal lasing modes
that broaden the beam FWHM in the X direction and are not included in the modeling. Also the
transverse mode profile of the output from the grating coupler is multimode, which deteriorates
the quality of the focused spot in the Y direction. However both theoretical and experimental
results confirm that the lens aberrations limit the ultimate performance of the device in the
longitudinal direction to more than 45 microns. Despite the limitations inherent to the lens
fabrication and the transverse multimode behavior produced by the broad area stripe, the
measured 75 micron full-width half-maximum near circular output may be suitable for direct
pumping of multimode fiber or solid-state laser rods. The performance of the lens may be
improved in several ways. First, the quality of the transverse mode profile may be improved by
using a flared electrode instead a broad stripe to maintain a single mode spatial beam profile.
Secondly, the longitudinal intensity profile may be made more symmetrical by grading the duty
cycle as shown in chapter 3. Finally the lens may be fabricated by a different additive milling
technique or techniques relying on additive lithography [Pitchumani 2002]. Increasing the
number of levels will improve the surface profile and roughness. On the other hand, increasing
the number of levels will also increase the probability of the rings to be shifted due to the
machine error in allocating the center coordinates for each new ring. For the focused ion beam
FEI 200TEM we used, the error may be as large as 0.25 µm.
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5.2

Tapered subwavelength antireflection coating

Metallized grating coupler with graded duty cycle

Tapered subwavelength grating

Fig.64: Diagram of subwavelength grating integrated on the device substrate.

The GCSEL or X-SLD configuration presented in this work relies on extracting the light from
the GaAs substrate of the device. Due to the high index of refraction of GaAs and the high freecarrier absorption losses of 9cm-1 in the substrate, the device efficiency strongly depends on the
quality of the anti-reflection coating deposited on the substrate. In this section, we discuss the
fabrication of a tapered subwavelength grating in GaAs as a monolithic alternative to the
dielectric antireflection coating as shown in Fig.65 [Vaissie 2004(b)].
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5.2.1 Tapered 1D subwavelength grating (SWG)
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Fig.65: Diagram of trapezoidal 1D grating and equivalent film-stack of gradient refractive index.
The polarization direction and the incident angle are set by the grating coupler.

The concept of using subwavelength periodical structures to create an antireflection surface has
been implemented in the fabrication of achenoic chambers for decades. The concept was
extended to the smaller scale of optical wavelengths after Bernard’s discovery in 1967 of the
structured cornea of night-flying moth [Bernard 1967]. The first experimental verification using
“man-made” material came in 1973 with work of Clapham and Hutley with a periodic array
made using photolithography [Clapham 1973].
If we consider a 1D grating of period Λ , there is a domain where only the 0th order will be
transmitted while the other diffracted orders will be cut-off. The projection of the incident
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wavevector along the direction of the grating wavevector K can be expressed as a function of the
polar and azimuthal angles θ s and φs respectively to obtain the upper limit the upper limit for Λ
is given by [Grann and al. 1994]:

Λ max =

{ max(n

λ
2

a

, ns ) − (ns sin θ s sin φs ) + ns sin θ s cos φ s
2

2

}

(5.3)

In our case, θ s is the incident angle given by
ns sin θ s = n f −

λ

(5.4)

Λg

where n f = 3.31 is the mode effective index and Λ g = 270nm is the period of the grating
coupler. We also consider that the subwavelength grating grooves are perpendicular to the
grating coupler grooves, therefore φs = 0 . One then gets, given nGaAs = 3.54 at λ = 970 nm

Λ max =

λ
nGaAs + n f −

λ

= 304nm

(5.5)

Λg

However, this limit is valid for a plane wave only and may not be restrictive enough for a finite
beam that can be decomposed into plane waves of different angles of incidence. We therefore
decided to use a smaller period of 200nm for the fabricated element. In that case the SWG can be
represented by a stack of layers of uniform effective permittivity with relatively good
confidence. Rytov investigated the electric field propagation in a stratified medium for the case
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where the electric field is parallel or perpendicular to the grating vector [Rytov 1956]. The
effective medium properties derived from this work can be used to model the properties of
subwavelength gratings under a technique called Effective Medium Theory (EMT). Although the
EMT technique is an approximation compared to rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA), it
can evaluate the reflectivity accurately as long as the ratio of the SWG period versus the
wavelength is less than 0.3 and only the zeroth order is allowed to propagate [Richter 1995]. We
consider in this work a second order approximation in the period to wavelength ratio so that the
effective permittivity is given by [Raguin and Morris 1993]

(

)

2
⎧
⎡ π 2 ⎛ Λ ⎞2
⎤
2 ε −ε
⎪ε E( 2⊥) K ( y) = ε E(0⊥) K ( y)⎢1 + ⎜ ⎟ f ( y)2 (1 − f ( y)) a (0) s ⎥
3 ⎝λ⎠
ε 0ε E ⊥ K ⎦⎥
⎪⎪
⎣⎢
⎨
2
2 ( 0)
( 0)
⎡ π 2 ⎛ Λ ⎞2
⎤
⎪ ( 2)
2 (ε a − ε s ) ε E ⊥ K ⎛ ε E // K ⎞
( 0)
2
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ ⎥
⎪ε E // K ( y) = ε E // K ( y)⎢1 + 3 ⎜ λ ⎟ f ( y) (1 − f ( y))
ε0
⎢⎣
⎝ ⎠
⎝ ε sε a ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎪⎩

(5.6)

where ε a denotes the permittivity in the air and ε s the permittivity of the GaAs substrate and the
zeroth order approximation of the medium permittivity is given by
1
f ( y) 1 − f ( y)
⎧
=
+
⎪ε 0
εa
εs
⎨ E // K ( y )
⎪ε 0 E ⊥ K ( y ) = f ( y ).ε + (1 − f ( y )).ε
a
s
⎩

(5.7)
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Fig.66: Index of refraction of the effective medium as a function of the fill factor.

The filling factor of the trapezoidal profile shown in Fig.65 is given by
f ( y) =

a b−a y
+
.
Λ
Λ d

(5.8)

The effective index as a function of the fill factor is shown in Fig.66. For a triangular profile, the
curves also represent the variation of refractive index n j = ε j for the film stack represented in
Fig.65. The case where the electric field is parallel to the grating vector produces a slower
variation of the refractive index at the top of the grating which is believed to be responsible for
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lower reflectivity factors. The reflectivity is analyzed using classic multilayer stack analysis
[Ono and al. 1987]. The amplitude reflection coefficient is given by

ρj =

r j + ρ j + 1 exp(2iδ j + 1 )
1 + r j ρ j + 1 exp(2iδ j + 1 )

,

j = 1.. N − 1

(5.10)

with the phase delay inside the ith layer given by

2πn j d j
⎧
cosθ j
⎪δ j =
λ
⎪⎪
λ
⎨
neff −
⎪
Λg
⎪sin θ j =
nj
⎪⎩

(5.11)

The solution for the multilayer stack is obtained iteratively and the reflectivity for the
subwavelength grating is obtained by

Rswg = ρ 0

2

(5.12)

The coefficient r j is the Fresnel reflection coefficient and is polarization dependent. However, in
the case investigated here, the polarization of the electric field is fixed by the GCSEL such that
the electric field is perpendicular to the multilayer film stack, no matter what is the orientation of
the SWG grooves. The reflectivity coefficient is shown in Fig.67 as a function of the grating
depth. The profile is assumed to be triangular. The angle of incidence is governed by the grating
coupler period of 270nm and the effective index of the mode in the waveguide measured at 3.31.
The wavelength is set to 970nm.
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Fig.67: Reflectivity versus SWG depth for two orientations of the grating grooves. The profile is
triangular approximated by 200 layers. A minimum reflectivity of 3.5x10-4 is estimated for a
depth of 325nm.

The reflectivity is lower for the case where the grating grooves are oriented perpendicular to the
electric field polarization due to a slower index gradient. All the further results will therefore be
presented for this configuration. The variation of the reflectivity as a function of the grating
shape is shown in Fig.67. The two extreme cases correspond to triangular and 50% duty cycle
rectangular profiles. A sloped sidewall profile clearly provides lower reflectivity due to the index
gradient equivalent to a multilayer stack. A square grating ( a =

Λ
) is equivalent to a single
2

layer so the reflectivity oscillates periodically as expected from the phase requirements needed to
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obtain low reflectivity peaks.
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Fig.68: Reflectivity versus SWG depth for various trapezoidal profiles for E // K configuration.
The geometry of the SWG is defined in Fig.65.
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Fig.69: Reflectivity versus wavelength for a triangular profile. The SWG depth is set to
d=320nm and E // K . The effect of the spatial dispersion introduced by the grating coupler is
also shown for Λ g = 270nm .
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A tapered SWG profile also produces low reflectivity over a broad spectrum. The reflectivity
versus emission wavelength is shown in Fig.69. At a predicted depth of 320nm, the reflectivity
remains below 10-3 for an emission wavelength varying from 940nm to 1µm. The spatial
dispersion from the grating coupler is also taken into account but the GaAs material dispersion
was neglected. From the analysis reported in this section, one can conclude that an optimum
subwavelength antireflection coating may be obtained by fabricating a 200nm period grating
with close to triangular profile in GaAs at a depth around 320nm for a peak transmission at a
wavelength of 970nm. We will now describe a process based on mask erosion that allows the
fabrication of such profiles.

5.2.2 Fabrication

The control of the slope of the grating sidewall profile can be achieved by dry etching
techniques. Unlike wet-etching where the slope is mainly controlled by the crystallographic
properties of the substrate, dry-etching techniques provide a more precise and flexible way of
controlling the grating structure. One technique proposed by Kanamori and al. [Kanamori 2002]
uses alternate etching technique using the SF6 and Cl2 gases in a fast atom beam etching
chamber. The tapered pattern integrated on the backside of a light emitting diode produced a
21% improvement of the device efficiency. Although this technique seems interesting, the
profiles still show a conical rather than triangular profile. The process also requires alternating
two processes which in turn increases the complexity of the process and can lead to some
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scalloping of the sidewalls which in turn increase scattering losses. Toyota and al. [Toyota 2001]
reported excellent tapered features profiles in fused silica by using Chromium thin disks in a
Reactive Ion Etcher (RIE). However their process is based on high fluorocarbon plasma and may
not be suitable for III-V semiconductor materials.
In this work, we are using a soft mask erosion technique to control the grating profile in GaAs.
This technique is based on the lateral erosion of the mask as the etching progresses and has been
used to fabricate sharp tips in silicon with sidewalls slopes from 52° to 78° [Rakhshandehroo
1996] as well as sloped vias in GaAs [Westermann 2001]. We decided to use the process
described in chapter 3 to transfer the SWG structure into the GaAs substrate. We found
experimentally that a tapered structure could be obtained by simply varying the e-beam resist
thickness and etching time without having to modify the process that proved to be successful in
the transfer of the grating couplers. The goal of the process is to etch a narrow trench with a high
aspect ratio while the resist mask is being eroded as shown in Fig.70. First, the pattern is written
as a 30nm three pass line into a layer of ZEP520 using the Leica EBPG 5000+ with a current of
1nA and a voltage of 50kV. The dose used to clear a 450nm thick layer of resist is 195µC/cm2.
The mask erosion produces the vertical sidewall profile observed during the transfer of the
grating coupler by compensating for the bowing effect as explained in chapter 3. Then, as the
mask is further eroded, an etch bias is developed and the sidewall profile in the semiconductor
material follows the shape of the resist mask, producing the trapezoidal shape desired. As the
etching process is continued further in time, a triangular shape can be obtained by removing the
resist mask completely as shown in Fig.70. We found that a ZEP resist thickness of 250nm could
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produce triangular profiles around 150nm deep while a 450nm thick resist produces 250nm deep
gratings with shapes close to triangular for 71s etch time at an etching rate around 200nm/mn.
e- e e e
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Fig.70: SEM pictures of tapered grating transfer in GaAs. The slope created by the mask erosion,
shown after 40s of etching, is transferred into the substrate as the etching progresses to create the
desired trapezoidal profile.

A SWG was fabricated using this process on the backside of a GCSEL such that the grating
grooves are perpendicular to the grating coupler grooves and the electric field preferred
polarization to obtain the lowest reflectivity. The grating coupler has a graded duty cycle for
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which efficiency was shown to be close to 100% in chapter 4. The grating decay coefficient
varies between 0 and 100cm-1 for the first 80µm. The antireflection grating was patterned in
450nm thick ZEP resist to obtain the profile shown in Fig.70. After developing the pattern in
ZEP-RD for 90s and rinsed in isopropanol for 30s, the wafer was etched in a UNAXIS ICP
etcher for 71s using the process described in chapter 3. The actual grating depth was measured to
be around 225nm. The SWG reflectivity is estimated between 1% and 5% from the plots shown
in Fig.68. The grating depth and profile may be finely adjusted in the future to improve this
parameter.

5.3

Device performance

To evaluate the SWG performance, devices from the same wafer were fabricated with and
without antireflection structure on the substrate. The 60µm wide stripes devices were cleaved
with a 2mm active and 0.8mm passive length, and then bonded p-side down on Aluminium
Nitride submounts with a pre-deposited Au/Sn eutectic solder. They were tested under pulse
condition with a 1µsec current pulsewidth and repetition rate of 100kHz. Grating output lightcurrent characteristics are presented in Fig.71. Slope efficiencies from GCSELs with n-side
SWG were measured in the range of (0.81-0.83)W/A, corresponding to an external differential
quantum efficiency of 65% that compares favorably to the best data previously reported for a
grating-coupled semiconductor laser [Eriksson 1995]. Besides, the device presented in [Eriksson
1995] is based on a Bragg reflector grown in the substrate which increases the device resistance
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and requires p-side up bonding, and is therefore not suitable for high power operation. Devices
without SWG exhibited lower slope efficiencies around of 0.5W/A, the SWG being credited for
a 64% improvement of the device efficiency.
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Fig.71: Light-current characteristics for GCSEL devices with and without antireflection
subwavelength grating. The devices were tested with 1µs pulse current pulses at 100kHz
repetition rate.

The effect of the reflectivity of the substrate can be estimated from an analysis similar to the one
described in chapter 4. The power coming out of the device substrate can be estimated by
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(5.13)

where η g is the grating efficiency estimated at 99% from the calculations in chapter IV, ηlp and

ηls account for losses in the passive region and substrate respectively, Rs and Rm are the
substrate and superstrate reflectivities, and η lm accounts for the additional scattering losses
generated by the non perfect high reflection coating. Given an internal quantum efficiency of
95% and internal losses of 2.5cm-1 calculated from Fabry-Perot lasers as explained in chapter 4,
one can estimate the maximum achievable grating output differential efficiency for our device to
be 87% or PFP = 1.1W/A in the case of low substrate reflectivity from (2.78). The absorption in
the highly doped GaAs substrate was experimentally measured around 13% using wafers of
different thicknesses, which proves that the obtained efficiency of 65% can be further enhanced
by reducing the substrate loss, i.e. by lowering the substrate doping level. The SWG reflectivity
is estimated at 5% using an SEM profile and Fig.68. Due to the low substrate reflectivity, the
impact of multiple reflections is neglected. An output power of 0.79W/A, in good agreement
with experimental data, is found if we consider the HR coating on the grating generates 10%
additional losses due to the non-planarized metal coating on submicron features as shown in
Fig.39. This number is also consistent with experimental reflectivity data obtained by Evans for a
grating coated with quarter wave dielectric and gold layer [Evans 1991]. In the case where the
bare substrate has a high reflectivity of 0.32, the experimental data suggest that the substrate
transmission coefficient alone cannot account for the difference in device efficiency. A possible
explanation is that the device efficiency is affected by slightly higher feedback inside the cavity
and additional heating which decreases PFP . This argument is supported by an observed decrease
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in lasing threshold of about 30% and the fact that reflected light from the substrate can be
coupled back into the waveguide along the direction of propagation so that the impact of
multiple reflections on the total output power is decreased. Following these arguments, a
theoretical output power of 0.51W/A, in agreement with the experiment, is obtained when PFP is
decreased to 1W/A due to increased feedback and multiple reflections are neglected. More
experimental data may be needed to confirm these assumptions and determine precisely the
impact of the various variables on the device efficiency.

5.3

Fan-out element

We described so far two optical elements that can be used to either shape the output beam for
coupling purposes by focusing the beam above the substrate, or improve the device efficiency by
decreasing the substrate reflectivity. We now describe the integration of a fan-out element on the
device substrate to create multiple output beams from the device without affecting the overall
efficiency. The integration of a fan-out element with a light source or amplifier is of interest for
various applications including optical interconnects or multiple detector schemes [Wong 1993]
as well as high power machining [Karlsson 2003]. The integration of a 4 by 4 fan-out on the
substrate of a VCSEL was achieved by Martinsson et al. [Martinsson 1999]. For the in-plane
semiconductor laser configuration, the integration of a fan-out has been achieved by the
dislocation technique first proposed by Li [Feng 1998]. The technique was used by Eriksson
[Eriksson 1997] in an unstable resonator configuration but feedback created by the DOE inside
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the cavity distorted the output beam profile. Also the uniform duty cycle of the grating coupler
created skewed spot intensity profiles due to exponential decay of the intensity during interaction
with the grating. A new fan-out phase function design calculating the contribution of each
grating to the reflected and diffracted waves was recently proposed by Modh [Modh 2003] to
prevent feedback inside the laser cavity. Modh obtained diffraction-limited spots, however the
new design is responsible for a 40% drop in external differential quantum efficiency at 975nm
when compared to devices with a grating outcoupler only. In Feng and Li’s work [Feng 1999],
the fan-out was integrated with a grating coupler at the end of a master-oscillator power
amplifier. This approach showed significant improvement of the spot profile by placing the
beam-shaping function outside of the resonator but the efficiency remained low with
“considerably lower output power than predicted” reported by the authors. The cause of the
efficiency drop in both cases is not fully understood at this point but is likely related to the
combination of the grating coupler and beam-shaping functions into a same DOE.

-16.4°
43.9°

0

+1

-1

Fig.72: Diagram of the fan-out integration on the backside of a GCSEL. The fan-out element is a
1.4 µm period grating etched in GaAs at a depth of 105nm. An SEM profile of the fabricated
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grating is shown in the inset.
In this work, we integrate a fan-out gratng on the backside of a GCSEL to decouple outcoupling
and splitting functions as shown in Fig.72. The grooves of the grating are parallel to the contact
stripe. Although complex fan-out functions may be integrated on the device substrate, the
multiple spatial transverse modes created by the broad stripe device as well as the several
longitudinal modes would severely distort the spot profiles unless a different contact stripe
configuration such as master-oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) geometry is implemented [Feng
1999]. We therefore decided to demonstrate a splitting function using a simple 1.4 µm grating
designed to split the output beam into three distinct orders, the +1 and -1 orders being diffracted
at 43.9 degrees off-normal for a wavelength of 970nm.

5.3.1 Design and fabrication

Ф

a/2

d’

Λ

x

Fig.73: Phase profile introduced by the fan-out element.

The grating period of 1.4 µm is chosen so that only three orders are diffracted in the air. The
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phase of the relief grating shown in Fig.73 can be expressed as
⎡
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⎛
⎜ x−
⎢
x
⎛ ⎞
2
T ( x ) = ⎢ rect ⎜ ⎟.e jφ + rect ⎜
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⎢
⎜
⎢⎣
⎝

⎞⎤
⎟⎥
∞
⎟ ⎥ ∗ ∑ δ ( x − kΛ )
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⎟
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(5.14)

The phase difference Ф is given by

φ=

2π

λ

d ' (ns − 1) =

2π

d
(n − 1)
λ cosθ i s

(5.15)

where ns is the GaAs substrate index of 3.54 at 970nm wavelength, d is the grating thickness,
and θ i is the incident angle inside GaAs. In the far-field, assuming a plane wave impinging on
the grating, the intensity profile of the diffracted wave is given by

I (ν ) =

∞

∫ T ( x )e

−j

2

2πxν

λ

dν

(5.16)

−∞

where ν =

θ
is the spatial frequency and θ is the far field angle. The far-field intensity profile
λ

is then given by
2
⎧
Λ
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⎩
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(5.17)

We assume that light is diffracted in the plane perpendicular to the grating. However the depth of
the grating is corrected for the incident angle inside the GaAs material of 4.5 °. The calculated
ratio of power diffracted into the +1 or -1 order and power diffracted into the 0th order is shown
in. Due to the high index of GaAs around 970nm wavelength, the phase profile strongly depends
on the grating depth. A 10nm difference in grating depth around 100nm produces a 40%
difference of the power ratio between 0 and +1 order for a 50% grating duty cycle. The tolerance
on the grating parameters is therefore low and rigorous coupled wave analysis may be required
to predict the element performance accurately [Moharam 1995].

0.125

0.333
0.437
0.541

0.748

0.229

0.956

Fig.74: Diffracted power ratio between +1 and zeroth order. The depth is corrected by the angle
of incidence in the substrate of 4.5°. The calculation is based on scalar theory for a 1.4µm
rectangular grating and 970nm emission wavelength.
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The grating was fabricated by patterning the fan-out element in 450nm of ZEP using a dose of
100µC/cm2. The grating on the n-side was aligned to the p-contact stripe using gold alignment
marks produced by lift-off using front to back alignment. The pattern was developed for 90 s in
ZEP-RD and rinsed in IPA for 30s. Then the pattern was transferred into GaAs in an ICP etcher
using the process described in chapter 3 for 19s. A depth around 105nm and a duty cycle of 0.58
were measured. No anti-reflection coating was applied on the fan-out element. The grating
coupler on the p-side had a graded duty cycle and was covered with a high reflection coating.
The slope efficiency of similar devices from the same wafer without fan-out element
antireflection coating on the substrate was around 0.51W/A in QCW operation.

5.3.2 Performance

The power in the 0th order was measured around three times higher than the power measured in
the +1 and -1 order. The scalar theory predicts a ratio around 2.5 for the grating profile
measured. The discrepancy may be explained by the limitations of the scalar theory for large
diffraction angles and small feature to wavelength ratio [Pommet 1994]. The total output power
from the three orders is 0.54W/A, a value similar to the power obtained in the same pumping
conditions from a reference device without fan-out element. The integration of the beam-splitting
element therefore does not affect the efficiency of the device, unlike the other methods involving
grating coupler dislocation. The angle of divergence between the 0th and +1 order was measured
by measuring the distance between the two intensity peaks of the two spots at a distance of
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1.36cm and 2.36cm above the device. The angle obtained is 43.3°±0.8°, in good agreement with
the predicted angle. The tolerance on the angle measurement comes from the difficulty in
locating the intensity peak of the +1 or -1 order due to the large angle projection on the plane of
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the image.
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Fig.75: L-I curve for the three diffracted spots. The device was tested with a 500ns pulse at a
1kHz repetition rate. The intensity profile shown in inset was captured 1.36cm above the
substrate by imaging a diffuser. The +1 and -1 order spots appear distorted due to the large
divergence angle projection.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Summary of the contributions presented in this dissertation

We presented the monolithic integration of dual optical elements on a broad area semiconductor
laser diode for high power applications around 980nm wavelength. The device’s novelty is based
on the combination of a low reflectivity second order detuned grating coupler integrated close to
the quantum well while the second optical elements is integrated on the GaAs substrate. The
main contributions presented in this dissertation are summarized in this section.

6.1.1 High efficiency grating coupler with low effective reflectivity

The AlGaAs/GaAs waveguide structure of the device was successfully designed in collaboration
with Coherent Inc. to maximize coupling by the grating while minimizing the reflectivity
between active and passive regions. The patterning of 270nm period gratings by electron beam
lithography was characterized to control the grating coupler duty cycle using dose exposure
variation. The etching process, developed in collaboration with Unaxis Inc., was characterized
for sub-micron features. A significant improvement of the device near-field intensity profile
along the contact stripe was obtained by varying the grating duty cycle from 20 % to 55%. The
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best grating couplers showed efficiency evaluated as close to 100% and reflectivity lower than
5.10-4. They were obtained by grading the duty cycle to minimize impedance mismatch between
active and grating region and by using a ZEP soft mask resist to obtain rectangular profiles in
AlGaAs.
We also demonstrated the low reflectivity grating coupler can be used to suppress feedback
inside the cavity and obtain superluminescent emission when both cleaved facets are replaced by
grating couplers. Output power in excess of 1.5W CW with 11nm bandwidth FWHM spectrum
was obtained by measuring the device’s crossed outputs where they overlap, a few mm above the
substrate. Peak power in excess of 30W without visible COMD was obtained in this case. The
device optical and spectral characteristics were found consistent with those of a standard
superluminescent diode. In both cases, the grating coupler was coated by a high reflection
coating combining dielectric and gold layers.

6.1.2 Device performance improvement using backside optical element

The integration of an optical element on the device GaAs substrate was performed to achieve
three different optical functions, taking full advantage of the collimating and circularizing
functions of the grating coupler. A front-to-back photolithography process was developed to
enable the second optical element integration on the substrate in open windows above the grating
coupler, including lift-off of the n-type ohmic contact and alignment marks.
First a 40 level refractive lens was successfully integrated using focused ion beam direct milling.
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The lens has a 1mm focal length and showed a twofold reduction of the FWHM output intensity
profile at the focal point. However, the quality of lens focusing is limited by several factors,
particularly the poor transverse spatial beam profile as well as large aberrations created by the
additive milling process.
Then we showed that the device output power can be increased by integrating a subwavelength
grating (SWG) on the substrate to act as an antireflection structure. The low reflectivity tapered
structure was obtained by a mask erosion technique which enables the fabrication of trapezoidal
gratings in a single etching step. The SWG integration was responsible for a 64% improvement
of the device external differential quantum efficiency (DQE) when compared to devices with
bare GaAs substrates. DQEs of 65% were measured with 1µs pulse width at 100kHz repetition
rate. To the author’s knowledge, this is the highest efficiency reported for a grating-coupled
device.
Finally, a beam splitter was integrated on the device substrate by etching a 1.5µm grating at a
depth of 105nm onto the GaAs substrate. The +1 and -1 diffracted orders are emitted at around
44 degrees off normal. Unlike other techniques based on dislocation of the grating coupler, the
integration of the beam splitting element did not cause any observable drop of the device
efficiency. This result is a direct benefit of decoupling the outcoupling and beam-shaping
functions into two different, but monolithically integrated, optical elements. This feature
demonstrates the high potential of this configuration to fabricate highly integrated and versatile
semiconductor devices for high power applications.
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6.1.3 Numerical modeling and analysis

A detailed analysis of the losses involved in extracting light by the grating coupler through the
substrate was presented. We showed that the power-dependent losses in the passive region are on
the order of 3 to 5 cm-1, while the absorption in the heavily-doped substrate is on the order of 9
cm-1. The grating efficiency improvement obtained during the development of the fabrication
process was demonstrated using the losses analysis. The aspect ratio dependence of the etching
for sub-micron features was characterized and taken into account to model accurately the effect
of varying the grating parameters on the near-field profile using finite-difference time-domain
technique. The FDTD model also predicted losses would be 28% higher if gold was deposited
directly into the grating’s grooves without a dielectric buffer layer.
A self-consistent model of the semiconductor active region was implemented to explain the
effect of the broad area contact stripe and low reflectivity grating on the output spatial mode
profile and optical intensity distribution. The nonuniform optical intensity distribution along the
stripe predicted by the model explains the increase in COMD level of the grating-coupled device
versus standard Fabry-Perot observed experimentally. A peak power of 22W was obtained from
a 60µm wide, 2mm long device with a cleaved back-facet mirror left uncoated. The model also
predicts the apparition of ripples on the top of the transverse beam profile, resulting from
nonlinearities triggered by the antiguiding factor and multiple spatial modes excited inside the
wide stripe cavity.
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6.1.4 Device applications

The devices presented in this dissertation can be used in various applications where
semiconductor lasers or amplifiers are of interest. The large surface emitting area increasing the
COMD level and low divergence beam with beam-forming capability are a powerful
combination that should be appreciated in high power applications for pump diodes or free-space
optical communication sources. Besides, p-side down configuration is suitable for efficient
cooling during CW operation. The low reflectivity feature of the device also makes it an
attractive candidate for external cavity configuration where feedback is provided by an external
mirror. The high performance of the devices shown in this work is expected to have a very
positive impact on such applications as compact modelocked semiconductor laser [Kim 2004] or
broadly tunable laser source [Jiang 1999]. Finally the broad spectrum generated by the X-SLD
device should be of interest as a superluminescent diode. This configuration also constitutes a
potentially very good and compact semiconductor gain block [Kim 2004] by providing ultra-low
facet reflectivity not easily achieved by standard dielectric coating and high signal to noise ratio
provided by the spatial dispersion of the grating coupler that separates the amplified signal from
the spontaneous emission spectrum [Carlson 1992, Zhang 2004].

6.2

Future perspectives

The performance of the semiconductor presented in this work could be further improved and
understood by following these suggested research paths.
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6.2.1 Efficiency

We showed in chapter 4 and 5 that the main factor limiting the device’s efficiency is the
absorption in the GaAs substrate. We believe it is possible to improve the performance further by
lowering the doping level and decrease the free-carrier absorption coefficient. An improvement
on the order of 10% can be expected. The reduction of the losses in the passive region by
quantum well intermixing does not seem necessary if the device is pumped at high current.
The integration of the subwavelength grating on the substrate demonstrated the importance of
decreasing the substrate reflectivity to obtain high efficiency. We believe the fabricated structure
reflectivity can be lowered further by fabricating slightly deeper triangular structures. This task is
particularly important for superluminescent diodes and optical amplifiers applications to avoid
the ripples observed on the emission spectrum caused by multiple reflections in the substrate.

6.2.2 Brightness

The device brightness is severely limited by the filaments formed be inside the broad stripe
active region. To solve this problem, one should leverage off the great deal of research that has
aimed at maintaining single spatial transverse mode in high power semiconductor lasers over the
past several years [Luo 2000, Eriksson 2001]. Flared configurations already showed they are
capable of producing a diffracted-limited beam with more than 5W optical power in pulsed
conditions [Mehuys 1994]. In such geometry, the forward wave can propagate according to
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diffraction law inside the material, while the backward wave is not guided inside the active
region. Such a structure was modeled using the self-consistent model presented in chapter 2. A
significant improvement is found at 1A pumping current in pulse conditions (thermal effects
neglected). However, the grating coupler will have to be curved to collimate the diverging
wavefront of the propagating wave. Note that the far-field intensity profile has not been
corrected for possible collimation of the beam. Convergence is obtained after 7 loops, unlike
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Fig.76: Optical intensity distribution under flared contact stripe for 1A pumping current. The
structure consists of a 10µm wide, 500 µm long rectangular stripe followed by a 1.5mm long
flared stripe corresponding to a 3.43 degrees taper angle.
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In the direction parallel to the stripe, a more symmetric near-field intensity profile than the one
showed in chapter 4 could be obtained by varying the grating parameters on a longer distance
than 80µm. Assuming no aspect ratio dependent etching, Kipfer derived an analytic formula of
the duty cycle variation needed to obtain a Gaussian intensity profile output of width σ [Kipfer
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Fig.77: Plot of leakage rate versus distance and corresponding 100µm width Gaussian output
intensity profile.

Kipfer’s formula, expressed as a function of the leakage rate to include the dependence of feature
depth versus width shown in chapter 3, is given by
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Fig.78: Prism angle needed to obtain vertical emission from the substrate.

A wavelength selective element such as a distributed Bragg reflector may be needed to obtain a
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stable monochromatic output. In that case, many more functions can be integrated on the device
substrate using diffractive optical elements, to form 2D spot array generators or vortex elements
for example. The off-axis diffraction angle caused by the detuning of the second order grating
coupler may be corrected using a phase function such as a prism on the device substrate. The
angle of diffraction of light θs in the GaAs substrate for the first order is given by

sin θ s =

neff −

λ
Λ

(6.2)

ns

where n s is the substrate index of refraction, Λ the grating period, and λ the wavelength in
vacuum. If α is the prism angle (Fig.78), then the angle of diffraction in the air θ a must satisfy
the equation

sin(α) = n s . sin(α − θs )
Given the following parameters:

(6.3)

Λ = 270nm, λ = 980nm, n s = 3.52, n eff = 3.3 , we get

α p = −0.1374 radians . In the case where the device is used as an optical amplifier, the prism

angle can also be used in conjunction with a superimposed diffraction grating to fabricate an
achromatic coupler [Spaulding 1991] that will correct the spatial dispersion introduced by the
grating coupler for a bandwidth up to 10nm.
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APPENDIX A: FDTD NUMERICAL FORMULAE
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Although a complete detailed analysis of the FDTD algorithm can be found elsewhere [Taflove
2000], we present here the equation used in the finite-difference time domain model of the
grating structure to explain how the equations are implemented in our model. The symbols used
in the derivation are defined below

J

Electric current Density (Amperes/meter2)

E

Electric field (Volts/meter)

H

Magnetic field (Amperes/meter)

D

electric flux density (coulombs/ meter2)

B

magnetic flux density (webers/meter2)

ε

electrical permittivity (farads/meter)

εr

relative permittivity

ε0

free-space permittivity (8.854 x 10-12 farads/meter)

µ

magnetic permittivity (henrys/meter)

µr

relative permeability

µ0

free-space permeability (4π x 10-7 henrys/meter)

σ

electric conductivity (siemens/meter)

σ*

equivalent magnetic loss (ohm/meter)

C

Light velocity in vacuum (299,792,458 m/s)

The well-known general Maxwell’s equations in time-domain may be written
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⎧ ∂E
⎪⎪ε ∂t = ∇ × H − J
⎨ ∂H
1
⎪
=−
∇×E
⎪⎩ ∂t
µ0

(A.1)

where
J = σE

(A.2)

And therefore one gets

⎧ ∂E
⎪⎪ε ∂t = ∇ × H − σE
⎨ ∂H
1
⎪
=−
∇×E
⎪⎩ ∂t
µ0

(A.3)

We will show next how the electric field is computed numerically from these coupled
equations using approximate expressions of the derivative forms.

•

E field derivation

We restrict the analysis to TE polarization and derive the equations used in the model for
completeness.

ε

∂E y

⎛ ∂H x ∂H z ⎞
⎟ − σE y
= ⎜⎜
−
∂x ⎟⎠
∂t
⎝ ∂z

(A.4)

Using the approximations
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∂E y
∂t
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≅
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(A.5)
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(A.6)
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Using a uniform mesh ∆ x = ∆ z = ∆ r , taken to be 10nm in our case, one obtains
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(A.8)

The E field can be normalized to simplify the equations using the following expressions

~
E=

ε0 r 1 r
E=
E
µ0
η0

(A.9)

Equation (A.8) can then be rewritten as
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(A.10)

with
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using the stability factor
S=

∆t
∆r ε 0 µ0

=

C∆ t
= 0 .5
∆r

(A.12)

It can be shown that S ≤ 1 provides a stable solution of the numerical solution.

•

H field derivation

Since the FDTD scheme is a full-vectorial solution of the electromagnetic problem, both
electric and magnetic fields are solved simultaneously. We start from the time-domain equation

∂H
1
= − ∇×E
∂t
µ0

(A.13)

Using the approximation
∂H x
H (t + ∆t ) − H x (t )
≅ x
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(A.14)
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one obtains
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using the normalized electric field given in (A.9). Using the standard stability relationship for
S=0.5, the resulting equations for the magnetic field are
⎧
∆z ⎞ ~ ⎛
∆z ⎞
~ ⎛
Ey⎜z +
⎟ − Ey⎜z −
⎟
⎪
2⎠
2 ⎠
⎝
⎝
⎪ H x (t + ∆t ) = H x (t ) +
⎪
2
⎨
∆x ⎞ ~ ⎛
∆x ⎞
~ ⎛
⎪
Ey⎜ x +
⎟ − Ey⎜ x −
⎟
⎪
2 ⎠
2 ⎠
⎝
⎝
⎪ H z (t + ∆t ) = H z (t ) −
2
⎩
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(A.17)

APPENDIX B: TESTING SET-UP
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Spectrum measurement

Grating-based
Optical Spectrum Analyser
HP86142B

MMF

Beam profile measurements

Power measurement

CCD camera
COHU 4812
754X458 pixels
zoom VZM 1000
10X
density
filter or
diffuser

Newport
TEC
controller

30(150)A
or
PD-300

Low impedance
cable
High current Pulse regime:
Directed Energy LDX-100
QCW: Directed Energy PCX-7410
CW: Newport 5600

TEC
Copper plate

Oscilloscope Tektronix
TDS-220

Water cooling

Fig.79: Diagram of testing set-up. The output from the surface-emitting device is captured for
spectral, power, and spatial beam profile measurements.
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